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Abstract 

Compared to the last century, research and development of smart materials are receiving 

more attention due to their ability to change shape in response to specific environmental conditions. 

Although the development of shape memory natural rubber is motivated by the higher recovery 

strain, low trigger temperature leads to poor shape memory performance typically when the 

surrounding temperature is increased. A new shape memory natural rubber fabrication method, 

prevulcanisation is proposed to maintain the crystalline structure of the rubber molecule at elevated 

temperature. The low molar fatty acid which is palmitic acid involves in the prevulcanisation 

process to increase the trigger temperature of shape memory natural rubber. The prevulcanised 

rubber is fabricated with various amount of palmitic acid and sulphur to evaluate its shape memory 

capability under different temperature conditions (various programming temperatures and 

recovery temperatures). A custom-made stretching apparatus is developed to measure the shape 

memory parameters (shape fixity and shape recovery) under strain-control mode. The shape 

memory experimental settings (200% deformation strain for the shape memory natural rubber with 

less than 60% palmitic acid loading) are determined from the swollen shape memory natural rubber 

experiment. According to the shape memory experiment of prevulcanised rubber, the outstanding 

shape fixity and shape recovery are found when the temperature is closer to the melting 

temperature of the palmitic acid during the programming and recovery process. A similar trend is 

observed when palmitic acid content is increased. However, the sulphur content (>1.0pphr) has a 

reverse effect, causing the prevulcanised rubber to behave like elastic rubber and immediately 

recover its shape after unloading. Apart from the shape memory experiment, other material 

properties such as rubber strength and stress relaxation are also investigated. Furthermore, a shape 
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memory behaviours prediction model is adopted to model the shape memory responses by using a 

standard linear solid model with Kelvin-Voigt element and a thermal strain model. The prediction 

model captured the shape memory behaviours appropriately and provided some insights on the 

stress-strain response of the respective segment phases for the shape memory process.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

Shape memory material (SMM) is emerging as a smart material because of its inherent 

characteristic which is shape memory effect (SME). SME offers the ability to retain the deformed 

shape and regain its original shape under specific environmental conditions. This characteristic 

encourages the development of SMM in medical application and electrical sensors [1]–[4]. By 

reviewing the past research works about the SMM, they are proven that SMM motion is predictable 

and controllable, even the imitation of animal locomotion possible implements under adopting 

SMM [5]–[7]. In addition, shape memory composite has shown to exhibit a two-way shape 

memory effect (TWSME) when subjected to multiple intermolecular phases change under a single 

weight load [8]–[10]. Unlike one-way shape memory effect (OWSME), TWSME offers the ability 

of switching two different shapes by responding to two different environmental conditions without 

involving any external stress.  

Apart from shape recovery, self-healing is another popular area of research in the 

development of SMM [11]–[13]. Self-healing allows supramolecular assemblies or covalent 

bonding to repair thermal or mechanical damage on the material’s surface [14]. The material 

properties could regain back to initial status by recovering surface damage. Other than that, self-

healing also enhances the material lifetime and the possibility of ease of maintenance to the 

material. These benefits of self-healing ability have explored the diverse range of industrial 

applications, such as be the primary material of the aircraft to reduce the necessary repair work 

and overhaul [15], eliminating the crack propagation on the biological concrete [16], [17] and 

prolonging the lifetime service of smart battery [18]. However, SME is not an inherent feature for 
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a particular material group. SME properties are discovered into three common earth material 

groups, which are shape memory alloy (SMA), shape memory ceramic (SMC) and shape memory 

polymer (SMP). 

In many engineering applications, the research on shape memory polymer (SMP) is more 

extensive than other SMMs, owing to the polymer’s diverse range of methods to trigger the SME, 

including corrosion, fluctuating vibration, and even moisture level. SMP increases the sensitivity 

of polymer structures to react with complex and harsh environments to trigger shape memory 

effect. Beside the heat activation, magnetically triggered, electrically activated, and chemo-

responsive are the other shape memory trigger methods discovered by studying the polymer 

phenomena of SMP [19]–[21]. Furthermore, some SMPs can be recognised as biocompatible and 

biodegradable materials, such as the blend composition of thermoplastic polyurethane and 

polylactic acid and the copolymerized polymer of methyl methacrylate and poly (ethylene glycol) 

dimethacrylate [22]–[24]. The wide range of polymeric materials allows SMP has a higher degree 

of freedom in material selection to meet particular application needs. However, in a relatively less 

explored area, natural rubber could be a viable means to be developed as one of the SMP.  

Natural rubber (NR) as an elastomeric polymer is an attractive candidate for SMP 

development. Its unique properties include high elasticity, superior mechanical properties to 

withstand wear and tear force, and high corrosive resistance for organic and inorganic compounds. 

Due to this combination of traits, rubber products are widely used and growing fast in the 

automotive industries, food processing industry, and infrastructure field [25]–[28]. Moreover, the 

superior energy absorbing property enables NR to significantly contribute to vibration isolation or 

as a soundproof material [29]–[32]. The development of NR also involves the research of seismic 

isolation to minimise structural damage caused by earthquakes [33], [34]. This inflatable feature 
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allows rubber products to withstand impact force or eliminate the vibration forces. NR also reduces 

the risk of collision or injury when interacting with humans or the environment if NR is used as 

the SMM of soft robots [35]. 

Moreover, NR is an important raw material export from the Southeast Asia because 90% 

of world NR raw materials are supplied by ASEAN countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, and 

Vietnam [36]. Since the late 19th century, when the first rubber tree, Hevea Brasiliensis was 

transferred to Singapore, the rubber plantation in Southeast Asia has grown dramatically. Within 

20 years, Southeast Asia become the world’s largest NR vendor (93% of world supply) [37]. 

Although the invention of synthetic rubber had a significant impact on the rubber wealth in the 

mid of 20th century, the price trend of NR was gradually rebounded during the 1973 oil crisis [38]. 

Even today, NR research and development have a prominent position in Southeast Asia. For 

instance, Thailand, our neighbour country, investigates the greenhouse gas emission and carbon 

sequestration potential of rubber trees [39]–[41]. While Malaysia is the world's largest supplier of 

rubber products such as medical gloves and rubber catheters, it is turning away from raw material 

exports and moving toward the NR manufacturing segment [36], [42]. Research is establishing on 

practical usage for NR, and it is aligned with government policy of promoting and expanding NR 

usage across the community.  

Even though NR material has been relatively well established with a variation of product 

family ranging from household items to industry applications, the research on shape memory 

natural rubber (SMNR) is less common than other SMP classes. SMNR is a thermo-responsive 

material which SME corresponds to the thermal properties of strain-induced crystallisation (SIC). 

Nevertheless, NR is an amorphous polymer with a relatively low glass transition temperature (-

70oC), far below ambient temperature. This lead to the crystal structures is unstable and vanish at 
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room temperature which deformed strain recover immediately after unloading [43]. In a result, 

none or low SME is exhibited, and this restricted ambient environment limits the SMNR 

implementation.  

Nevertheless, the formation of SIC is influenced by different factors such as crosslink 

density, deformation level, and temperature [44]–[46]. Speciality modification and chemical 

synthesis such as epoxidized natural rubber (ENR) and blending with low molar mass organic 

compound are the solutions to increase the trigger temperature [47]–[49]. To improve the stability 

of SIC during the unloading process, incorporating palmitic acid as the reinforcement agent in 

SMNR fulfilled the economic purpose. High crystallinity of palmitic acid allows to retard the 

decrystallisation process to a higher temperature range to enhance the SME at room temperature. 

Moreover, oil palm is another large commodity in Malaysia. Diversifying the usage of palmitic 

acid on SMNR not only promotes Malaysia economy, but also fulfils Malaysia national policy on 

Industry 4.0, which more automation elements can be incorporated in the manufacturing sector. 

This research works can be regarded as the first step toward a preliminary shape memory 

analysis of commercial rubber bands and natural rubber latex film on the swelling process. Besides 

investigating on the shape memory response under various swelling duration, the effect of the 

elongation strain and swelling temperature are also considered in shape memory analysis. A 

custom-made stretching apparatus is developed to capture the shape memory response of different 

swollen specimens under strain control mode. The second phase of experimental work focuses on 

the characteristics of the SMNR fabricated through prevulcanisation method. SMNR developed 

with various crosslinked density and palmitic acid content is inspected with the stretching device 

to measure the shape memory parameters. More precisely, a dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

machine is utilised to investigate the shape memory characteristics such as trigger temperature and 
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the stress reduction that is caused by temperature change. The influence of the formulation on the 

mechanical characteristics of the SMNR is also investigated. Last but not least, a simple shape 

memory behaviour prediction model is proposed to model the shape memory behaviours of the 

SMNR.   
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1.2 Problem Statements 

The lightweight and flexibility of natural rubber have motivated the research on SMNR. 

However, low trigger temperature is the primary obstacle in SMNR development. NR as an 

amorphous polymer, the trigger temperature of the SMNR is corresponding to its glass transition 

temperature which far below room temperature. This relatively low glass temperature leads to NR 

exhibits poor SME above room temperature.  

In addition, mechanical degradation is another concern in SMNR development. To improve 

the SME, filler and reinforcement agent are commonly incorporated to fabricate SMP, similar to 

SMNR. Nevertheless, weak interfacial adhesion and the degradation from overflowing solvent not 

only constrain the stretching ratio, but also might lead to reduce shape performance like low strain 

recoverability (plastic deformation involved) or instantly recovery (without go through reheating 

or unable to fix the deformed strain). 

The development of shape memory prediction system for SMNR is limited and rare 

compared to other SMP. The nonlinear mechanical response and low trigger temperature increase 

the complexity on simulating the shape memory behaviour. In consequence, the development for 

SMNR is much slower than other SMP. Hence, this project is conducted to develop and 

characterize thermally responsive SMNR with wider working temperature.  
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1.3 Aim and objectives 

This project aims to develop a thermal responsive palmitic acid-based SMNR. To achieve 

the aim of this project, the objectives of this research project are layout as follows: 

1. To develop a temperature-responsive palmitic acid-based SMNR 

 

2. To characterise the shape memory response of the SMNR developed  

 

3. To investigate the mechanical characteristics of SMNR developed. 

 

4.  To propose a shape memory prediction model to demonstrate the shape memory 

behaviours of SMNR. 
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1.4 Significance of Research 

This thesis presents a novel SMNR fabrication under prevulcanisation to exhibit the shape 

memory effect above the room temperature. Prevulcanised NR allows to shift the trigger 

temperature to around the melting temperature of the fatty acid by mixing the new fatty acid soap 

(potassium palmitate) with natural rubber latex solution under dispersion form. To avoid the 

occurrence of coagulation when latex solution is reacting with acid compound, the palmitic acid 

has to go through the saponification reaction before mixing process. In the process of developing 

this SMNR, the significant contributions have been made: 

• The shape memory experiment allows to review and analyse the component effect (various 

sulphur and palmitic acid content) on shape memory properties under swelling and 

prevulcanisation fabrication method.  

 

• Thermal effect is another primary corner within this research work. Beside the swelling 

temperature effect for swollen specimen, the working temperature, programming 

temperature and recovery temperature, are also inspected in the shape memory experiment 

for prevulcanised specimens.  

 

• The mechanical properties of SMNR are characterised within this research project. The 

prevulcanised SMNR have the complete different tensile behaviour as they are examined 

under room temperature and 70oC. Although the tensile stress is enhanced with the palmitic 

acid content, the elongation at break is deteriorated with increasing amount of palmitic 

acid.  

 

• This project adopts a phase transition model to simulate the shape memory behaviour under 

different palmitic acid content. It is the first constitutive model to simulate the SME for 

prevulcanised SMNR. Besides the thermal strain, the change of volume fraction between 

the palmitic acid and natural rubber also been taken into account for this shape memory 

prediction system.   
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1.5 Layout of the thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 provides the background and motivation to 

develop the SMNR. The objectives and scope of the research works are also listed within this 

chapter.  

Chapter 2 describes the relevant literature review corresponding to the SMM and SMNR. 

This section starts with the general review on SMM and shape memory mechanism of each SMMs. 

Subsequently, the fabrication methods and trigger methods of SMP are reviewed. Moreover, the 

factors influence the trigger temperature and the growth of SIC are also included in Chapter 2. The 

past research works about shape memory prediction mechanisms and their frameworks are also 

mentioned within this chapter.  

The research methodology is presented in Chapter 3. The details and experimental 

procedures of the characterisation and investigation on the SME for rubber specimen with and 

without palmitic acid under swelling and prevulcanisation condition, are discussed. It includes 

specimens’ preparation, experimental setup, the development of the custom-made stretching 

apparatus, and the experiment process. In addition, the mechanical response experiments which is 

prepared to establish the shape memory behaviour prediction model are also mentioned. The 

description and algorithm model of the shape memory behaviour prediction system also presented 

in this chapter.  

Chapter 4 is the result and discussion section on the shape memory characteristics of both 

specimens. The modelling results and parameters selection are reported in Chapter 5. Lastly, 

Chapter 6 summarises the current research works and suggests some investigation directions for 

future research works.  
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2 Literature Review 

SMM has emerged as an intelligent multifunctional material because of its unique 

capability to memorize its original shape even after seemingly plastic deformation. They can 

change their physical shape or chemical properties in response to specific stimuli. This action 

series is termed as SME, is divided into two stages, which are shape programming and shape 

recovery. The former occurs as a result of the action of retaining the temporary shape, whereas the 

latter is triggered by the elastic behaviour of particles, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Driven by the 

requirements of engineering applications, researchers have actively researched on SMM to explore 

new functionality and enhance their performance over the last few decades. Due to the high 

intelligence and ease of maintenance, SMM has increased its popularity in a variety of material 

groups, including SMA [50]–[52], SMC [53]–[55] and SMP [56], [57].  

 

Figure 2.1: The action series of SME 
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Although the driving mechanism of SME is similar for each SMM, they are exposed to 

different structural phases to demonstrate the SME. For example, SMA and SMC rely on the 

crystalline microstructure which are martensitic and austenite to exhibit the SME. Figure 2.2 refers 

to the structural phases of object for each shape process under variation in temperature, stress and 

strain. For OWSME process, the shape programming occurs after object deformed under 

martensitic phase in low temperature (below austenite-start-temperature, As). Once the object is 

heated to above As, the shape recovery process is triggered which the martensitic phase began to 

transform into austenite phase. Although, reversible SME or TWSME is feasible by maintaining 

the temperature in between the martensitic phase temperature and austenite phase temperature, it 

exhibited poor result in recoverable strain for SMAs [58]. Pseudoelasticity or superelasticity is 

another distinguished property which have been found on SMA. As the temperature raised to above 

austenite-finish-temperature, Af, it offers the ability of reverting to original form upon removing 

the external load without the need for any thermal activation. This characteristic behaves as like 

rubber band.  

Whereas the SMP exhibits SME under polymeric segmental phase transitions, which are 

soft and hard segment phases. Due to presence of the stimulus, the orientation of soft segment 

phase is different on each shape memory process, but the location of the hard segment phase is 

fixed and await for triggering the shape recovery process. The structural phase change allows each 

SMM to recover in different mechanical aspects. For example, the SMA recovers from the passive 

energy and dynamic load [59], the SMC recovers from the crack grown [60]–[62], and the SMP 

recovers from elongated length.  
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Figure 2.2: Shape memory mechanism of SMA and SMC [63] 

 

2.1 Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) 

SMP is classified as one of the smart materials due to its capacity to hold a temporary shape 

and recover to its original shape under specific and tailored environmental conditions such as 

temperature triggered, electrically activated, or chemo-responsive [64]–[66]. Compared to other 

SMMs, SMP stands out with the advantage of exhibiting high recoverable strain, which is up to 

800% of deformed strain [67]. It has a wide and flexible choice of chemical composition to 

demonstrate shape memory behaviours [68]–[70]. Due to low intermolecular force between the 

polymer molecular, most SMPs have a lower trigger temperature than SMA. In consequence, it 
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requires less thermal energy to exhibit SME compared to other SMMs. Besides that, the 

lightweight and diverse trigger mechanisms are the critical features in promoting SMP research. 

The material properties and shape memory characteristics for each form of SMM are listed in 

Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Shape memory characteristics for SMMs  

Material Shape Memory 

Alloy (SMA) 

[63] 

Shape Memory 

Polymers (SMP)/ 

Shape Memory Gel 

(SMG [71] 

Shape Memory 

Ceramic (SMC) 

[72] 

Recovery strain 8% 50~600% Below 0.5% 

Recovery stress 150~300MPa 1~3MPa 100MPa 

Phase Transformations Martensitic 

transition  

Glass transition / 

Crystallisation 

Martensitic 

transition 

Trigger temperature Above 400oC Below 100oC 0~1200oC 

Density 6~7g/cm3 ~1g/cm3 7.5g/cm3 

Fabrication Cost 

(Material and process) 

Expensive Cheap Cheap 

 

In contrast to SMA and SMC, SMP operates on a completely different shape memory 

principle that exhibits SME during polymeric segmental phase transition. The two phases are 

formed by the molecular switching (soft segment) and netpoints (hard segment) in the polymer 

structure. They contribute to dimensional stability through crystallisation (shape programming 

process) and molecule reformation under decrystallisation (shape recovery process) [73]. The 

mobility of molecular under SME is shown in Figure 2.3. This indicates that the SME occurs due 
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to the glass phase transition, in which rigid molecular (soft frozen segment phase) retain temporary 

shape at low temperature and netpoints (hard segment) snap back the elastic molecular switching 

(soft active segment phase) into the initial position at high temperature. Hence, thermo-responsive 

is a common SME trigger method for SMP. The trigger temperature is determined by the glass 

transition temperature (Tg) or the melting temperature (Tm) of particular composites of the SMP 

[74]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Polymeric segment transition during SME [73] 

 

Other than just memorising single intermediate shape, SMP could perform multiple ways 

SME by increasing the number of discrete reversible phase transitions (have multiple Tg or Tm). 

For example, Bellin and co-worker evaluated triple SME by mixing poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) 

(Tm of PEG=38oC) and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) (Tm PCL>50oC) [75], [76], Du et al. proposed 

a triple SME polyolefin elastomer (POE) (Tg=100oC) by blending with stearic acid (Tg=75oC) [77]. 

In addition, the multiple ways SME is also feasible even merely contain one broad reversible phase 

transition. Xie reported that the quadruple SME can be exhibited under discrete recovery 
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temperature ranges [78], which is displayed in Figure 2.4. The recovery strain is constrained by 

the partial crystalline melting process, which restores only a part of the strain by reheating to a 

particular temperature range. These beneficial features are a result of the polymer structure and 

morphology of SMP. Hence, studying the polymer characteristics of the mixing component is 

important for investigating the shape memory behaviour. 

 

Figure 2.4: Discrete recovery process under a board reversible phase transition [78] 

 

In addition, SMPs that can restore the mechanical properties by itself is termed as self-

healing polymer. During the polymeric segmental phase change, the mobile molecule diffuses 

toward the defect site, enclosing the defect and mending the mechanical damage on the polymer 

surface [14]. Those self-healing polymers not only repair microscopic damage such as wearing 

and surface scratches, but they may also fully recover from macroscopic cracks. For example, Xiao 

proposes a graphene polymer composite to increase the crack resistance and recover the scratching 
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damage on the surface [11], Luo and his coworkers utilised the bleeding of molten PCL to bridge 

a crack gap [79], Rodrigues et al. illustrated the crack closure and crack rebonding within single 

heat treatment [80]. Figure 2.5 shows the self-healing capability on neat SMP and SMP composite. 

Although combining with a thermoplastic additive (self-healing composites) may affect the 

structural load carrying capacity [81], it reduces the overall maintenance activity owing to machine 

breakdown. However, the research into self-healing polymer has a profound impact on mendable 

engineering constructions  

 

Figure 2.5: The self-healing capability on neat SMP and SMP composite [82] 

 

2.2 Shape Memory Natural Rubber (SMNR) 

NR as an elastic material has also emerged as a sustainable renewable resource. Although 

it is composed of thousands of isoprene monomers, unlike other polymers, it is synthesised by 

using natural rubber latex (NRL). Figure 2.6 shows the chemical structure of NR. The term “NRL” 
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refers to the milky sap liquid that is extracted from the tropical tree Hevea Brasiliensis. By tapping 

an incision into the bark of rubber trees, the white sap liquid will exude in a spiral pattern and flow 

down to the collecting cup. After the NRL is collected and sent to rubber manufacturing factory, 

“Caoutchouc” which is as the scientific term of NR is produced. Although this tropical agriculture 

has 6 years of immature period, the economic lifespan of rubber trees could extend up to 25 years. 

Therefore, NR is considered a sustainable and renewable resource. 

 

Figure 2.6: Chemical structure of polyisoprene 

 

Historically, the NR tree was discovered in the early sixteen century, and the NRL was 

widely used as clothing and footwear because of its waterproof ability [37]. Due to lack of 

chemical knowledge regarding the rubber properties, the inherent drawback of NRL product which 

is sensitive to environmental temperature. This unsolved issue remained until the first vulcanised 

rubber using sulphur was discovered by Charles Goodyear in 1839. Figure 2.7 compares the rubber 

molecular structure before and after vulcanisation. Apart from enhancing the thermal resistance, 

vulcanisation with the term of curing causes the sulphur particles to crosslink between polymer 

chain segments to increase the rubber strength and durability of the NR. When the filler effect is 

considered, the tensile strength of vulcanised NR could be up to 30 MPa [83]. The discovery of 
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vulcanisation is not merely infused a revolution in the NR industry but also becomes a milestone 

in NR research and development. 

 

Figure 2.7: Molecular structure of rubber particles a) before vulcanisation b) after vulcanisation 

[84] 

 

Innovative materials with novel properties have been a research priority in today’s society, 

and SMNR is one of those. SMNR is an elastomer material with the superior capability of holding 

the temporary shape and reforming to its permanent shape when the appropriate environment is 

met. Although NR is an amorphous polymer, with those unstable crystal structures at room 

temperature, the crystalline upon strain term of strain-induced crystallisation (SIC) provides the 

state-of-the-art feature (SME) [85]. SIC halts the flow of the stretched macromolecules to undergo 

shape programming and then allows for shape recovery as the SIC has vanished at elevated 

temperatures. According to this distinct feature, the shape memory activation has been extended 

to additional stimuli by either indirect thermal response or direct actuation.  
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2.2.1 Strain-induced Crystallisation (SIC) 

Along with vulcanization, SIC is another profound phenomenon for NR research. NR is an 

amorphous polymer that is unable to crystallise at ambient temperature under normal conditions. 

Nevertheless, a high elongation force stretches the rubber molecular into an orientated structure is 

known as SIC. Crystal form upon strain, offering self-reinforcement ability, whereas restores to 

original properties after crystals vanish during unloading. As shown in Figure 2.8, rubber 

molecular pack together to form and enlarge the size of dark bots to block the light through the 

sample during the stretching process. Once the loading is removed, the rubber molecular are 

released and more light is able to go through the sample. This indicate the nucleation and growth 

of SIC is began at the loading process and vanished during the unloading process.  

 

Figure 2.8: The SIC corresponding with different loading degrees (SIC formed as loading, 

vanished as unloading) [46] 
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The beneficial of SIC increases the tensile strength without adding the filler in high 

deformed loads [86]. SIC is a typical phenomenon during loading, but its self-reinforcement nature 

has drawn attention from researchers. Increasing the mechanical properties without modifying the 

chemical structure is a miracle in polymer material. In addition, the occurrence of SIC may act as 

a barrier to crack propagation [87]–[90]. Cracks are always challenging for hard and brittle 

materials because the crack length often promotes fatigue. Due to the presence of SIC, NR 

improves the crack resistance by strengthening the tensile strength that can withstand the high 

macroscopic stress at the crack tip section.  

Besides the self-reinforcement effect, SIC also offers another unique capability known as 

SME. This is an inherent phenomenon for SMP [73], including amorphous elastomer (SMNR) 

[43]. During the deformation process, molecular switching is entangled with other soft segments 

to allow crystallisation. In contrast, rigid netpoints restrain the plastic deformation to prevent the 

molecular switching being stretched too far away from the interpenetrating network. The grown 

crystalline structure inhibits molecule switching mobility, and the temporary shape is persisted 

even after the applied stress is removed. SIC begins to degrade upon applying stimulus. Without 

the retaining force from SIC, the molecular switching is retracted by netpoints, and the deformed 

length is restored to its original shape. The nucleation and growth of SIC during the deformation 

stage are depicted in Figure 2.9. SIC research related to SME for SMNR is limited because SIC is 

unstable above room temperature, in which the rubber loading condition and composition affect 

the SIC nucleation and growth. For example, Brüning and his coworker stated that the crystallinity 

of SIC is increasing with the strain level [91], Sun et al. observed due to the pseudo-end-linked 

network within the NR molecule, higher crystallites is formed at those NR/IR blends with higher 

NR content. [92], and Plagge et al. also reported that the high portion of filler (carbon block) 
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impede the crystallization, which lead to low degree of crystallinity is induced at large strain [93]. 

However, those elements are less well-documented or are not yet included in the studies about 

SME or SMNR; those factors should be incorporated into the SMNR development. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: The SIC growth during the deformation stage 

 

2.2.2 Trigger Temperature (Tc) 

Trigger temperature, Tc refers to the particular temperature at which SMP exhibits the 

shape memory ability, as shown in Figure 2.10. A cycle of SME begins from heating up the object 

to above Tc at stage ①. Due to the SIC is formed during the deformation process (stage ②), the 

shape programming constrains the mobility of the molecule in a strained state at T<Tc (③ →④) 
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even the force is removed. The end of the SME cycle is started when the SIC is vanished by the 

entropy at T>Tc (⑤ →①) to trigger the shape recovery process. According to the shape memory 

mechanism of SMP, the Tc is typically set at transition temperature between the glass phase and 

the rubbery state, in which the Tg is for amorphous polymers or Tm for crystalline polymers [94]. 

However, the Tc can also be influenced by changing environmental conditions such as moisture 

level. Yang and his coworkers had the experiment with investigating the relationship between the 

Tc of polyurethane SMP and the water content in polymer structure (free water and bonded water) 

[95], [96], and he also proposed a water-driven SMP [97] as shown in Figure 2.11. While water 

acts as a plasticiser, it increases polymer chain mobility resulting in low entropy energy is required 

to initiate the SME. Although the Tc is critical in exhibiting the SME, it is easily influenced by 

changing environmental conditions. According to this shape memory feature, tuneable Tc is 

feasible and variable thermal stimuli were developed. 

 

Figure 2.10: 3D graph of shape memory process (S refers as start of cycle, E defines as end of 

cycle) [98] 

 

The growth of SIC is 

started in this stage 
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Figure 2.11: The shape recovery of water-driven SMP in different time zone [99] 

 

Other than reducing the Tc by water molecule, indirect heating is another strategy to trigger 

the SME without increasing the surrounding temperature. Instead of transferring the thermal 

energy through the convection method, heat induced within the object is more efficient and 

consumes less energy. This concept is well demonstrated in a variety of applications, including 

electrically actuated polyurethane composites (Tc=55oC) [100], magnetic response on SMP using 

nanocomposites (Tc=74oC for temperature-memory polyurethane with nanocomposites) [101], and 

infrared light-induced SME on epoxy-based SMP (Tc=73.3oC-107.8oC) [102]. Due to the 

nanoparticle generates heat when it is exposed to a magnetic field or converts light energy to 

thermal energy, as shown in Figure 2.12, the internal temperature of SMP increases and approaches 

to Tc for exhibiting SME. Instead of heating up entire specimen, it also allows the SME occurs on 

specific position by laser as shown in Figure 2.12a. Merely the middle segment of the specimen 

activates the SME (wave shape) when the laser point to reacted position. Not only the nanoparticle 
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strengthens its own properties, but also acts as the heat source to allow the SMP undergoing ‘self-

heating’ for triggering SME without any directly thermal activity involved.  

 

Figure 2.12: a) Light-induced SME [103] b) Magnetically induced SME [73] 

 

The chemical composition is also a consideration in influencing the Tc. Although it is 

generally established that carbon black and nanotubes reinforce NR composites to increase their 

rubber strength, research on SME is relatively less common. This is because carbon black and 

nanotube hinder the SIC formation [93] with the result in deteriorating the SME at ambient 

temperature. Nevertheless, by reducing the crosslink density to 0.14%, the SMNR exhibits 

superior shape memory performance at a temperature slightly above room temperature (Tc=38.4oC) 

under large deformed strain (95% of fracture strain) with a high strain rate (1000% per second) 

[104]. In addition, the shape programming happens without any heat treatment is known as cold 
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programming. It is feasible for lightly crosslinking SMNR. Due to the interaction between the 

entropy and internal energy of rubber molecule during deformation (exothermic process in 

stretching and endothermic process when retraction), the supercooling up to 20oC is observed 

under 1000% of elongation strain with 0.4% crosslink vulcanised NR [105]. The SMNR is a 

thermally responsive polymer, and its SIC behaviour corresponds to the temperature. The huge 

temperature change has a significant influence on the SME. For example, as shown in Figure 2.13, 

80% of shape recovery difference is found within 1oC under the cold programmed SMNR [106]. 

To achieve the cold programmability, the Tc of SMNR must be around ambient temperature, which 

allows glass-rubbery state transition to be completed within a short period.  

 

Figure 2.13: The difference in shape recovery within 1oC [106] 

 

Other than the effect from composition of SMNR, the growth of the SIC is influenced by 

changes in the environment during or after the shape programming. Benjamin et al. gave the idea 

of tuning Tc (up to 45oC) by applying transverse stress [107], and Quitmann et al. also 

demonstrated the variation on stress recovery of the SMNR by applying different solvents vapour 
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and pressure after the shape programming process [108], [109]. Due to the external factor 

influences the nucleation and growth of SIC, SME could be triggered under varying temperatures. 

Combining the effect from light crosslink density, the trigger temperature range of SMNR might 

be further extended. 

However, the investigation of Tc is essential for developing a new SMNR. By identifying 

the Tc of new SMNR, researcher could easily find out the optimum temperature range of the SMNR 

to examinate the shape memory performance during the shape programming and shape recovery 

process. In general, Tc is aligned to Tg or Tm of the SMP, but the amount of the filler and additive 

agent might alter the thermal behaviour of SMNR, especially for nucleation of SIC. Moreover, 

external environmental condition such as stress-strain condition and the thermal condition also 

influences the growth of SIC. In consequence, variable trigger temperature range is feasible for a 

similar SMNR group. Therefore, to study the shape memory behaviour of new SMNR, the 

investigation on the composition effect, the stress-strain conditions and the thermal conditions is 

essential. 

2.2.3 SMNR Fabrication Process 

Apart from the Tc, the crosslinks network plays another vital role in the SMNR. Based on 

thermally responsive SMP, the structures of SMP can be classified into four categories: chemically 

crosslinked glassy polymers, chemically crosslinked semi-crystalline polymers, physically 

crosslinked glassy polymers, and physically crosslinked semi-crystalline polymers [110]. Most 

chemically crosslinked SMPs have a single kind of molecular segment (homopolymer) to exhibit 

the shape memory behaviour. In contrast, physically crosslinked SMPs have multi-block structures 

such as copolymer, which possess two or more phases of thermal transition. Glassy and semi-

crystalline polymers could be identified from their molecular constituents in the polymer structure. 
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Although SMNR is an amorphous polymer, crystalline upon strain allows the SMNR to exhibit 

SME. Therefore, most SMNRs are classified into chemically and physical semi-crystalline 

polymers. Several SMNRs under chemically crosslinking with excellent shape memory effect have 

been published. For example, Yuan et al. developed a fully biobased SMNR by chemically 

bonding polylactic acid (managing the recovery process) with NR (storing the elastic elongation 

strain) [111]. Figure 2.14 shows the shape recovery sequence of spiral and V shape for the 

specimen of neat PLA, D65/35 (65% of PLA and 35% under dynamic vulcanisation), and D40/60 

(40% of PLA and 60% under dynamic vulcanisation) at their trigger temperature (60oC). Moreover, 

Lin and his worker proposed a SMNR fabricated by Oxa-Michael reaction to chemically crosslink 

the ENR with zinc diacrylate (ZDA) [49]. The results indicated that the Tc increases as the 

crosslinking agent increases. At the same time, Chang et al. reached a similar conclusion by using 

the 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (ATA) as the crosslinking agent [112].  

 

Figure 2.14: The shape recovery sequence for the fully biobased SMNRs under different testing 

shape [111] 
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Compared to chemically crosslinking, physically crosslinking SMP is more 

straightforward and effective. Weiss et al. proposed an ionomer bonding SMP, which is an 

elastomer mixture with low molar mass fatty acid salt [113]. Fatty acid salt is physically bonded 

with the elastomeric ionomer, which acts as the barrier to restrict the chain motion at low 

temperature and allow the elastic recovery by an external stimulus. With the presence of fatty acid, 

the Tc is shifted to the Tg or Tm of fatty acid [114]. Moreover, the swelling process has potential to 

transform commodity rubber into SMNR, which exhibits shape memory behaviour under 

physically crosslinking. For example, Brostowitz and his coworkers demonstrated outstanding 

shape fixation and high shape recovery (100%±10%) at the Tc (Tc=75oC) by swelling a rubber 

band in molten stearic acid [115]. Fatty acid forms a percolated crystalline platelet network among 

rubber molecular, immobilising the segment during shape programming and triggering the 

recovery upon reheating to Tg or Tm of fatty acid. The swelling process not only streamlines the 

SMNR fabrication process but also widely extends the range of Tc by choosing suitable fatty acid 

temperature. However, the low repeatability and thermal degradation should be migrated before 

commercialising the physically crosslink SMNR.  

The linkage of physically crosslinking is unstable and weak, which the shape memory 

performance is easily degraded within a short period or under particular environmental conditions. 

Swelling process allows the solvent diffuses into porous rubber to be readily crystallised during 

stretching and recovery upon reheating. Nevertheless, the fatty acid is also likely expelled from 

swollen SMNR, and the blooming effect is detrimental in particular to the programming process 

[48]. Jeff et al reported a similar outcome which, the reswelling process is required to retain the 

shape memory capability after a short period [114]. The reduction in solvent loading leads to the 

swollen SMNR exhibiting poor repeatability on SME after a few cycles. In addition, thermally 
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ageing might be accelerated during swelling at high temperature. Due to rubber with high crosslink 

density has a low permeability [116], the swelling process can be accelerated by increasing the 

temperature [117], [118]. In consequence, an undesirable reaction of reduction on effective 

crosslink term “chain scission” can occur due to overflow of solvent loading and long period 

exposure in high temperature environment [119], [120]. In addition, solvent easily dominates the 

rubber properties once the solvent is excess in the rubber molecule. For example, Marcos stated 

high solvent loading of SMNR (>50% wt) is likely failure at high loading shape memory test [48]. 

Moreover, it impacts on the material characteristics which causes the material to be more brittle. 

However, these degradations should be validated and verified as developing SMNR. 

To enhance the shape memory capability of SMNR, this project has proposed a SMNR 

fabrication method through prevulcanisation with palmitic acid incorporation. Compared to 

conventional vulcanization, prevulcanisation allows rubber particles to undergo curing without 

further heating [121]. The compounding and mastication process occurs under dispersion form in 

the aqueous phase of latex and awaits the mixture solution to migrate into rubber form. Due to its 

simplicity and low manufacturing cost, prevulcanisation process is extensively implemented in the 

application, such as dipped goods and adhesives [122]. Prevulcanisation has a similar mechanical 

characteristic with conventional vulcanisation in which the rubber strength is improved by adding 

filler or increasing the crosslink density [123]. However, the rubber properties change over time 

because of the presence of the active accelerator and sulphur particles [124]. Although the 

prevulcanisation process could accelerate the vulcanisation process by increasing temperature 

during the compound process, it might lead to lower colloidal stability [125].  

Despite the bulk of the research on prevulcanisation related to its mechanical response and 

colloidal stability, none are correlated to SME because of low crystallinity at room temperature. 
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The branched crosslink structure constrains crystal nucleation and crystal growth in rubber 

molecular [126]. In consequence, none or low shape memory performance is exhibited. The high 

homogenous sulphur-based linkage, polysulfide incorporated with palmitic acid might address this 

issue. Polysulfide has a more flexible netpoints, which promotes the initiation of SIC [127], [128], 

but uneven accelerator distribution with a long cure time easily increases the volume fraction of 

monosulfide and disulfide cross-link during conventional vulcanisation [129], [130]. In addition, 

reducing the particle size of sulphur and accelerator, which dissolved in dispersion form, not only 

enhance the efficiency of the compounding process, and it increases the homogeneity of crosslink 

structure [131]. In consequence, more polysulfide is formed in rubber molecular to increase the 

degree of SIC formation.  

Despite the fact that prevulcanisation has improved the SIC formation, it still retains the 

low decrystallisation temperature. To overcome this issue, the prevulcanised SMNR is fabricated 

under the incorporation of palmitic acid. Fatty acid, a material with high crystallinity, is widely 

adopted as a reinforcing material in SMPs to increase the Tc, such as swollen polyurethane foam 

with stearic acid [132], methacrylate fatty acid (Oleic acid and lauric acid) synthesis [133], [134], 

and blending POE to lauric acid. Fatty acid acts as a filler, hindering the movement of polymer 

molecular at low temperatures. It also acts as a plasticiser, releasing the molecular back to its 

original position once the temperature is above the Tm of fatty acids [135]. Palmitic acid classifies 

as a saturated fatty acid with the Tm of ~63oC, is the perfect candidate to be the SMNR reinforcer 

for this research. Moreover, it is also utilised as the physically crosslink agent of SMP under the 

studies of Jeff [114] and Pantajo [48]. However, the prevulcanised SMNR incorporated with 

palmitic acid has never been reported yet.  
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2.3 Constitutive Models of SMPs 

The SME of SMP depends highly on the polymer morphology and operating conditions 

but the investigation of SME under build-and-test approach is inefficient and time consuming. To 

improve the efficiency of SMP development, several shape memory behaviours prediction models 

are proposed. For example, Zhang and Ni reported a bending deflection algorithm to describe the 

shape recovery activity [136], Haiyang et al. modelled the shape memory behaviour of triple SME 

by combining a phase transition model and generalized Maxwell model [137]. Qi Ge et al. 

displayed a shape memory behaviour prediction model by describing the crystal-melt transition 

during the shape memory process [138]. To simulate the shape memory behaviour, these 

constitutive models are established under a combination of mechanical response model with a 

thermal equation which written as Equation (2.1), 

𝐹 = 𝐹𝑚. 𝐹𝑇           Equation (2.1) 

where F is total deformation gradient, Fm is deformation gradient under mechanical approach, FT 

is deformation gradient under thermal approach 

The mechanical approach refers to the stress-strain changing due to the deformation 

process and the material properties. The thermal approach is taking into account for the molecular 

state which are crystallinity and phase state during the shape programming and shape recovery 

process. By invoking a reliable shape memory prediction system, the material properties such as 

viscosity, stiffness, and thermal expansion are obtaining from other thermal and mechanical 

experiments (stress relaxation, Dynamic Mechanical analysis, and tensile test).  

Since the first thermal dependent model of SME which is proposed by Liu et al. [139], the 

development of shape memory prediction system for SMP can be roughly divided into two 

categories: thermoviscoelastic modelling approaches and phase transition modelling approaches 
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[140], [141]. The primary difference between these two modelling approaches is the description 

of the deformation gradient on mechanical part. The theoretical framework of the former models 

the SME process under a decomposition into elastic and viscous parts which as shown in Equation 

(2.2), 

𝐹𝑚 = 𝐹𝑒 . 𝐹𝑣           Equation (2.2) 

where 𝐹𝑒  is the deformation gradient under elastic part, 𝐹𝑣  is the deformation gradient under 

viscous part. 

While the standard liner solid (SLS) model is the generalized model to describe this 

viscoelastic relationship. Referring to the viscoelastic rules, the mobility of molecular is retained 

and generates internal stress due to shape programming at T<Tc, but once the temperature is 

reached as T>Tc, the viscosity is reduced to allow the internal stress driving the shape recovery 

process. To fulfill this rheological feature, the algorithm system often establishes under vary 

arrangement type of the spring and damping connection (series connection for Kelvin-Voigt 

element or parallel connection for Maxwell element) for predicting the shape memory behaviour 

[142]–[144]. Moreover, those mechanical parts of the thermoviscoelastic modelling approaches 

are temperature-dependent which merely focuses the change of the chain mobility under different 

temperature range. In order to incorporate the time-dependent effect during the shape 

programming and shape recovery processes, the thermal mechanisms (thermal expansion and 

entropic elasticity of the rubber network) are involved in the thermoviscoelastic modelling 

approaches. According to time-temperature superposition (TTS) principle, the viscoelastic 

behaviour in different time function is able to determine by a shift factor (𝛼𝑇) where the Williams-

Landel-Ferry (WLF) is adopted to measure the shift factor above T>Tc, 
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𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛼𝑇(𝑇) =
−𝐶1(𝑇−𝑇𝑜)

𝐶2+𝑇−𝑇𝑜
  For T>Tc      Equation (2.3) 

and Arrhenius equation for T<Tc  

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛼𝑇(𝑇) = −
𝑈

𝑘𝑏
(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇𝑐
) for T<Tc      Equation (2.4) 

where C1 and C2 are the WLF constants for the reference temperature, To. While U is defined as 

activation energy and kb is referred as the Boltzmann constant.  

Combining the algorithm on describing strain change under the mechanical and thermal 

approach, a clear picture of the stress strain evolution during the shape programming and recovery 

response can be provided [145]–[147]. Due to the thermoviscoelastic model is highly adaptable to 

each material circumstance with requiring fewer material parameters, it has been widely adopted 

and extended with other thermal algorithms to simulate the shape memory behaviours of SMP, 

such as the modified Arrhenius equation to describe the stress-strain behaviour below the Tc [147] 

or time function is involved in the description of stress relaxation during the shape memory process 

[148]. 

Compared to thermoviscoelastic modelling approaches, phase transition modelling 

approaches treat SMP as a composite material composed of many molecular phases, frozen and 

active segment phase simultaneously operating at a single temperature range which shown as 

Figure 2.15. Under phased transition modelling approaches, three distinct phases are possible to 

exhibit on the shape memory process, which are the rubber phase at a temperature above Tc, glassy 

phase at a temperature below Tc, and glassy-rubber phase temperature between the upper boundary 

of Tc and lower boundary of Tc (for the SMP has wide Tc range). According to this 

phenomenological description, the SME kinetic process halts the molecular mobility (shape 

programming) during the cooling and restoring its movement (shape recovery) during heating. 
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Although the volume fraction of constituent phases is interchangeable and corresponding to the 

temperature, both phases have different stress-strain behaviour [149]. Within a small strain 

framework, both phases experience similar stress state, but the change of strain is involved in the 

thermal strain, frozen and active phases which written in Equation (2.5a-c), 

𝜎 = 𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑓          Equation (2.5a) 

𝜀 = 𝑉𝑓𝜀𝑓 + 𝑉𝑎𝜀𝑎 + 𝜀𝑇         Equation (2.5b) 

𝑉𝑓 = 1 − 𝑉𝑎          Equation (2.5c) 

where 𝜎 is stress, 𝜀 is the strain, 𝑉is the volume fraction while the subscripts of ‘𝑎’, ‘f’ and ‘T’ are 

defined as active phase, frozen phase, and thermal, respectively 

 

Figure 2.15: Schematic of a multi-phases structure SMP (active and frozen segment phase) at Tg 

[141]  
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To determine the volume fraction of each phase (frozen and active phase), variety of 

volume fraction algorithm have been suggested by the researchers [150]–[153] but the relationship 

between parameters and material properties or thermal condition remain uncertain [154]. 

Therefore, the volume fraction function is established under phenomenology approach (obtaining 

after material experiment). Due to each phase is represented to different material behaviour, SME 

behaviour is typically simulated under coupled thermomechanical model which is the combination 

of the hyperelastic model (Mooney Rivlin, Neo-Hookean and Arruda-Boyce) and viscoelastic 

model (Maxwell and Kelvin Voigt) [154]–[156]. In addition, both modelling approaches have 

adopted the similar thermal functions (WLF, Arrhenius and thermal expansion equation) to 

account of the strain effect coming the temperature change. Instead of just providing single overall 

stress-strain graph for a SMP material (under thermoviscoelastic modelling approaches), phase 

transition modelling approach could describe a clear vision to describe the stress-strain evolution 

of the respective segment phases (hard and soft segment phases). Hence, it has been widely 

implemented in modelling the shape memory behaviour of SMP composites.  
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3 Methodology 

The literature review has shown that research and development of the SMNR are limited. 

Hence, this research is conducted to develop a thermal responsive palmitic acid-based SMNR and 

analyse the shape memory characteristic of the SMNR. The specimens are prepared from two 

different fabrication methods: swelling process and prevulcanisation process. The specimens are 

used to explore SME under various material formulations and testing conditions such as degrees 

of deformation and temperatures. 

The specimens’ preparation procedures, design of the custom-made stretching apparatus, 

measurement of the shape memory parameters, and detail of the mechanical response experiment 

are described in this chapter. Next, the shape memory responses of the SMNR are modelled under 

the phase transition approach. To simulate the shape memory behaviour of SMNR, the model 

algorithm is established under a viscoelastic model extended with a hyperelastic equation for the 

mechanical approach, and a temperature law governing the thermal response. The shape memory 

prediction system and their material coefficients are presented within the end of this chapter. These 

are conducted as a first attempt to understand and model shape memory responses in the SMNR. 

The flow chart of the research work is shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1:The flowchart of the research works 
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3.1 Material  

Commercial grade vulcanised dry NR (CGNR) is provided by Central Elastic Corporation 

Sdn Bhd, and liquid natural rubber latex (NRL) is purchased from Getahindus Sdn Bhd. The 

compositions detail of CGNR and NRL are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respectively. 

Synthesis grade of palmitic acid (Merck) is purchased from Synergy Scientific Sdn Bhd, and its 

material properties are listed in Table 3.3. The crosslink agents, sulphur and accelerators, zinc 

Diethylithiocarbamate (ZDEC), zinc 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (ZMBT), Zinc oxide (ZnO), and 

potassium hydroxide (KOH) ware provided by Excelkos Sdn Bhd in dispersion form.  

Table 3.1: Formulation of CGNR  

Material Percentage (%) 

NR Content 95.0 

Activator 1.5 

Antiozonant 0.5 

Rubber Accelerator 0.5 

Vulcanizing Agent 2.5 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: The composition and material properties of the liquid NRL 
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Properties Value 

Total Solid Content (%) 61.5 

Dry Rubber Content (%) 60.0 

Alkalinity (%) 0.3 

Coagulum Content(ppm) 30.0 

Viscosity at 26oC (cps) 50.0 

pH Value 10.1 

Density (kg/m3) 950.0 

 

Table 3.3: The chemical and thermal properties of palmitic acid 

Properties Value 

Chemical Formula CH3(CH2)14COOH 

Molar mass 256.43 g/mol 

Density 0.852 g/cm3 

Boiling point 271.4oC 

Melting Point 63oC (upper ≤64oC, lower ≥62oC) 

Physical form Solid (crystal powder) 

Saponification Value 218-221 mg KOH/g 
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3.2 Fabrication of SMNR 

3.2.1 Preparation of Rubber Specimen  

To fabricate a NRL specimen, 20g of liquid NRL is poured into a rectangular mould to 

form a NRL film with 2mm thickness. Before the NRL film drying process, the oven is preheated 

to 50oC for two hours to ensure thermal equilibrium during drying process. Subsequently, the 

specimen is dried in the oven for 5 hours at 50oC. Next, the dried NRL film is stored at room 

temperature for seven days to remove remaining water content. A rectangular NRL strip with a 

dimension of 30mm x 10mm is cut from the dried NRL film.  

While for the CGNR specimen, the rectangular shape CGNR strips with a dimension of 

30mm x 10mm is cut from a CGNR sheet of 2mm thickness received. 
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3.2.2 Fabrication of SMNR through Swelling Process  

Swollen SMNR specimens are prepared by swelling the strips of NRL and CGNR in the 

molten palmitic acid under various swelling temperatures (65oC, 70oC, and 75oC) and swelling 

durations (20,40,60,80,100 and 120 minutes). 200g of palmitic acid powder are poured into a 

500ml beaker and heated up to the Tm of palmitic acid. To achieve the thermal equilibrium, 

palmitic acid is stirred in a water bath shaker machine (Memmert WNB 45), with a speed of 15 

rpm for 5 minutes at respective swelling temperatures. A thermometer is used to monitor the 

solvent temperature to ensure a steady swelling temperature during the swelling process. 

Rectangular rubber specimens are fully immersed into the palmitic acid solvent to allow palmitic 

acid to diffuse into the rubber specimen. According to the desired swelling duration, the swollen 

specimen is taken out from breaker. And then, the excess palmitic acid crystal on the rubber surface 

is cleaned by filter paper. Afterward, the swollen specimen is sent for quenching at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. The sample code in Table 3.4 is organized by swelling temperature 

and rubber source. 

Table 3.4: The sample codes of swollen SMNR at respective swelling temperature and rubber 

source 

Sample Code Swelling Temperature (oC) Raw Material 

NRL65 65 Liquid natural rubber latex   

NRL70 70 Liquid natural rubber latex 

NRL75 75 Liquid natural rubber latex  

CGNR65 65 Commercial grade vulcanised dry natural rubber 

CGNR70 70 Commercial grade vulcanised dry natural rubber 

CGNR75 75 Commercial grade vulcanised dry natural rubber 
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3.2.3 Fabrication of SMNR through Prevulcanisation Process  

To investigate the effect of sulphur content and palmitic acid loadings on the shape memory 

behaviour of SMNR, SMNR is fabricated through prevulcanisation process with different sulphur 

contents (0.2pphr, 0.5pphr, 1.0pphr, and 1.5pphr) and palmitic acid loading 

(20pphr,30pphr,40pphr, and 50pphr).  

3.2.3.1 Preparation of Potassium Palmitate Soap 

Potassium palmitate soap is prepared to incorporate palmitic acid into NRL to reduce 

coagulation when directly mixing palmitic acid into NRL. According to the saponification value, 

each gram of palmitic acid can react with approximately 219.4mg of KOH [157], but high pH will 

prolong the saponification process. To overcome this issue, the ratio of KOH to palmitic acid is 

reduced to 0.2. Table 3.5 shows the formulation of potassium palmitate soap. Figure 3.2 shows the 

chemical reaction of potassium palmitate soap.  

Table 3.5: Formulation of potassium palmitate soap  

Chemical  

Weight (g) 

Palmitic acid 90.00 

Potassium hydroxide (KOH) 18.00 

Deionized water (dissolving KOH) 54.00 

Deionized water (diluting 

potassium palmitate soap) 

324.00 
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Figure 3.2: The chemical reaction of potassium palmitate 

 

The fabrication process of potassium palmitate soap is described as followed: 

1. KOH is dissolved in distilled water and heated to 70oC 

 

2. Palmitic acid is melted at 70oC 

 

3. KOH solution is poured slowly into molten palmitic acid and stirred with 45 rpm at 80oC 

for 2 hours.  

 

4. The water content is slowly evaporated during the stirring process, and the mixture 

becomes more viscous. 

 

5. The potassium palmitate soap is allowed to quench and solidify into room temperature for 

at least one day. 

 

6. Potassium palmitate soap is reheated to the temperature of 70oC until the solution become 

transparent 

 

7. The potassium palmitate solution is transferred into new 1 litre breaker and further diluted 

into desired concentration.  
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3.2.3.2 Fabrication Procedure of Prevulcansied SMNR 

Prevulcanised SMNR fabrication is modified from NRL fabrication which the 

compounding process is undergone in dispersion form. The approach concentration potassium 

palmitate soap solution is mixed with liquid NRL to achieve the desired content of palmitic acid. 

The material formulation of each prevulcanised SMNR and its associated sample code is listed in 

Table 3.6. To highlight the influence from palmitic acid, another three prevulcanised SMNR 

specimens with no palmitic acid (0.2SNR), stearic acid (0.2SSA20), and high sulphur content 

(2.0SPA20) are fabricated. Prevulcanised SMNR specimens are prepared according to the 

following procedures: 

1. Liquid NRL is stirred with 100 rpm for five minutes. 

 

2. Chemical substances are poured into liquid NRL and stirred for another 15 minutes 

 

3. Mixtures are diluted with water (40% of total weight) and heated to 70oC 

 

4. Potassium palmitate solution is added to mixture and stirred with 100 rpm for 1 hour  

 

5. The mixture is removed from heat, and continuously stirred for at least 4 hours with 45 

rpm.  

 

6. The mixture is poured into the mould for drying process at room temperature for a week 

to get a fully drained latex film. 

 

7. Drained latex film is demoulded and immersed into clean water for 12 hours to remove 

chemical substances (unbonded sulphur and unreacted accelerator).  

 

8. SMNR is dried at 100oC for 30 minutes to remove the undesired residue stress that is 

imposed during demoulding process. 
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9. SMNR is allowed to quench at room temperature for another 16 hours to stabilise the 

shape.  

 

Table 3.6: The Formulation and sample code of prevulcanised SMNR 

Sample code Liquid NR (pphr) 
Sulphur 

(pphr) 
ZDEC (pphr) ZMBT (pphr) Zinc Oxide (pphr) Palmitic acid (pphr) 

0.2SPA20 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 20 

0.2SPA30 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 30 

0.2SPA40 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 40 

0.2SPA50 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 50 

0.5SPA20 100 0.500 0.563 0.563 0.563 20 

0.5SPA30 100 0.500 0.563 0.563 0.563 30 

0.5SPA40 100 0.500 0.563 0.563 0.563 40 

0.5SPA50 100 0.500 0.563 0.563 0.563 50 

1.0SPA20 100 1.000 1.125 1.125 1.000 20 

1.0SPA30 100 1.000 1.125 1.125 1.000 30 

1.0SPA40 100 1.000 1.125 1.125 1.000 40 

1.0SPA50 100 1.000 1.125 1.125 1.000 50 

1.5SPA20 100 1.500 1.688 1.688 1.500 20 

1.5SPA30 100 1.500 1.688 1.688 1.500 30 

1.5SPA40 100 1.500 1.688 1.688 1.500 40 

1.5SPA50 100 1.500 1.688 1.688 1.500 50 

2.0SPA20 100 2.000 2.250 2.250 2.000 20 

0.2SNR 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 0 

0.2SSA20 100 0.200 0.225 0.225 0.200 0 

 

*0.2SNR = 0.2pphr sulphur prevulcanised NR (without any fatty acid) 

**0.2SSA20= 0.2pphr sulphur and 20pphr stearic acid (from potassium stearate soap) 
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3.3 Composition Characterization of SMNR 

This section is to identify the composition content of each SMNR specimen group. 

According to the TGA/DSC analyser, the TGA and DTG results are able to obtain simultaneously 

for both swollen SMNR and prevulcanised SMNR specimens. The former records the mass 

percentage at each temperature, the latter determines the degradation section by measuring the 

mass percentage change as a temperature function. The composition content can be determined by 

measuring the mass loss at a particular degradation temperature. Due to the fact that the rubber 

sheet of CGNR was provided by third party company, swelling experiment is conducted under 

swollen SMNR to cross-check the palmitic acid loading with the TGA results. Instead of 

comparing the weight fraction of respective component only, TGA result also is adopted to 

measure the volume fraction of corresponding compound as simulating the shape memory 

behaviour.  

3.3.1 Swelling Measurement  

At the beginning of the swelling process, the initial weight of the rubber specimen is 

obtained and recorded as Wa. Every twenty minutes of swelling duration, three specimens are 

removed from the solvent and quenched for 5 minutes to await the palmitic acid crystal formed on 

rubber surface. Subsequently, the swollen weight is measured by the digital weighing scale 

machine and recorded as Wb. The swelling ratio is calculated with Equation (3.1), 

𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜, 𝑆 =
𝑊𝑏−𝑊𝑎

𝑊𝑎
𝑥100%        Equation (3.1) 
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3.3.2 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Derivative Thermogravimetry (DTG) 

Experiments 

 Mettler-Toledo TGA/DSC 1 analyser is used to examine the composition content in 

swollen and prevulcanised SMNR with the weight below 15mg. The experiment is conducted at a 

heating rate of 10oC/min from 30oC to 700oC under a nitrogen gas (20ml/min) environment.  

To compare the swelling ratio of palmitic acid between the swelling measurement and TGA 

results, the weight fraction of the swollen SMNR specimen converts to swelling ratio as following: 

According to Equation (3.1), swelling ratio equation could be rewritten as in Equation (3.2), 

𝑆 =
𝑊𝑝

𝑊𝑟
           Equation (3.2) 

where 𝑊𝑝 is weight fraction of palmitic acid, 𝑊𝑟 is the weight fraction of rubber 

Equation (3.2) can be restructured to Equation (3.3), 

𝑊𝑟𝑆 = 𝑊𝑝           Equation (3.3) 

Substitute Equation (3.3) into the weight fraction equation, 𝑤𝑡% =
𝑤𝑝

𝑊𝑝+𝑊𝑟

 will obtain Equation 

(3.4) as following, 

𝑤𝑡% = 𝑊𝑟(
𝑆

1+𝑆
)          Equation (3.4) 
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3.4 Trigger Temperature, Tc 

The Tc for SMP is usually around the Tg or Tm of the additive polymer [158]. To verify this 

hypothesis, the thermal behaviour of the swollen SMNR is conducted with differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC). Due to the fact that prevulcanised SMNR contains less palmitic acid amount, 

it is difficult to determine the Tc under the DSC experiment. Hence, the Tc of selected 

prevulcanised SMNR samples is validated under DMA machine by looking at the temperature that 

shows the onset peak in storage modulus.  

3.4.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Experiment 

 Mettler-Toledo TGA/DSC 1 analyser is used to examine the Tc of swollen SMNR with 

the weight below 15mg. The experiment is conducted at a heating rate of 10oC/min from 30oC to 

700oC under a nitrogen gas (20ml/min) environment.  

3.4.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

Perkin Elmer DMA 8000 is used to determine the Tc of prevulcanised SMNR under tensile 

mode. The experiment is set up at the frequency of 1Hz and heating rate of 5oC/min as a function 

of temperature from 25oC to 100oC 
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3.5 Custom-made Stretching Apparatus 

To study the shape memory behaviour of both swollen and prevulcanised SMNR, a 

custom-made stretching apparatus is developed to conduct the shape memory experiment under 

strain-control mode, as shown in Figure 3.3. This apparatus is utilised to observe and record the 

length change during the shape memory experiment. To have a flexible testing temperature range, 

a water bath system is adopted to simulate the environment temperature. As illustrated in Figure 

3.4, the deformation and temperature control processes are carried out independently. The features 

of the stretching apparatus and water bath system are described as below: 

1. The custom-made stretching apparatus is used to elongate the length of the sample to 

specific deformed strain. At the same time, the water bath takes responsible for tuning and 

maintaining the temperature at the desired temperature.  

 

2. The stretching apparatus is made with two threaded rods, two clamps, and a fixing 

basement plate. 

 

3. The threaded rod is acted as the holding platform to maintain the deformed strain by 

constraining the height of both clamp blocks.  

 

4. The threaded rod is also utilised to constrain the deformed angle in 0o, which to have a 

uniaxial tensile mode during the deformation process. 

 

5.  The clamping block is made of light solid wood instead of metal block to avoid generates 

an undesired weight load that would compromise the accuracy of the length change 

recording. 

 

6. Flexible deformation is feasible by adjusting the gap length between two clamping blocks 
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7. The roughness of the clamping surface is increased by brushing the clamping site to prevent 

the occurrence of slippage.  

 

8. The water bath allows the specimen to reach the desired temperature by immersing the 

SMNR specimen into a water bath with a specific temperature range. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Custom-made stretching apparatus 
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Figure 3.4: The equipment of shape memory experiment (water bath machine for heating process 

while ice water for quenching process) 
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3.6 Shape Memory Experiment 

To investigate the shape memory behaviours of the SMNR developed, shape memory 

capabilities are evaluated under various experimental settings, as shown in Table 3.7. Two shape 

memory parameters which are proposed by Lendlein and Kelch [159], are adopted to determine 

the shape memory capability. They are shape fixity and shape recovery: the former defines the 

percentage of holding the deformed length to the original length while the latter is the percentage 

of recover length to the deformed length. Figure 3.5 shows the entire shape memory experiment 

by using custom-made stretching apparatus. The equations of shape fixity (𝑆𝑓) and shape recovery 

(𝑆𝑟) of the specimen are shown in Equation (3.5-6) 

𝑆𝑓 =
𝜀𝑓

𝜀𝑙
x100%          Equation (3.5) 

𝑆𝑟 =
𝜀𝑙−𝜀𝑟

𝜀𝑙−𝜀𝑖
x100%         Equation (3.6) 

where 𝜀𝑖is defined as the strain level during the initial point, 𝜀𝑙is defined as the strain level during 

the deformation stage, 𝜀𝑓 is defined as the strain level during the unloading stage, 𝜀𝑟 is defined as 

the strain level during the recovery stage 

Table 3.7: The shape memory experimental setting 

Testing parameter Types of specimens Testing Temperature  Deformation strain 

Shape memory capability Swollen SMNR Tp =Tr=70oC 100% ,200%, 300% 

Composition content Prevulcanised SMNR Tp =Tr=70oC 200% 

Working temperature  Prevulcanised SMNR Tp= 40oC,50oC,60oC,70oC 

Tr=40oC,50oC,60oC,70oC  

200% 

Shape memory cycle Prevulcanised SMNR Tp =Tr=70oC 200% 

where Tp is the programming temperature, Tr is the recovery temperature 
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Figure 3.5: Procedure pictures of the shape memory experiment 

 

Deformation Stage  

Programming Stage  Unloading Stage 

Recovery Stage (reheating) 

Initial point 

Recovery Stage (obtaining results)  
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3.6.1 Thermomechanical Test on SMNR Specimen Fabricated through Swelling 

Process  

This test is conducted to evaluate the relationship between the swelling temperature and 

shape memory properties of the swollen SMNR. To begin, each swollen specimen is labelled with 

a 10 mm gap line on the rubber surface and the initial strain is recorded as, 𝜀𝑖. Afterward, the 

swollen sample is clamped and immersed in hot water at a temperature of 70oC of hot water to 

soften it. After two minutes, the swollen sample is elongated into 100% of strain level and the 

deformed strain is recorded as loaded strain, 𝜀𝑙. Then, the deformed sample is quenched in ice 

water for 180 seconds to stabilise crystal structure, the strain is recorded as programming strain, 𝜀𝑝. 

To avoid the occurrence of slipping during the programming process, the experiment is restarted 

if the difference between the 𝜀𝑝 and 𝜀𝑙 more than 5%. Next, the swollen SMNR is released, and 

the unloaded strain is recorded as fixed strain, 𝜀𝑓 . Lastly, the rubber strip is soaked into hot water 

bath for another 180 seconds and the recovery strain, 𝜀𝑟 is recorded. 200% and 300% of strain 

level are repeated for the next swollen SMNR specimens. Figure 3.6 depicts the shape memory 

capability experiment in the 2D graph.  
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Figure 3.6: 2D of shape memory capability test under 100% of strain ratio and their 

corresponding strains. Specimen is deformed under a particular loaded strain, 𝜀𝑙 (100%,200% 

and 300%) to examine their fixed strain, 𝜀𝑓 and recovery strain, 𝜀𝑟 

 

 

① softens the specimen (first time heating process), ② is to entangle the molecular to undergo 

SIC (deformation stage), ③  stabilise the SIC structure and halts the mobility of molecular 

(unloading and programming process), ④ reheats the molecule to vanish the SIC (reheating 

process), ⑤ triggers SME and the high entropy energy imposes the recovery process (recovery 

process-beginning) , ⑥ is the end of the recovery process (recovery process- completed). 

  

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ 

𝜀𝑖 

𝜀𝑙 

𝜀𝑓/𝜀𝑝 

𝜀𝑟 
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3.6.2 Thermomechanical Test under Various Formulation and Working 

Temperature on SMNR Fabricated through Prevulcanisation Process 

This test is conducted to evaluate the effect of material formulation and working 

temperatures on the prevulcanised SMNR. The prevulcanised SMNR is clamped on the custom-

made stretching apparatus with 10 mm initial length, and it is recorded as initial strain, 𝜀𝑖. First, 

the specimen is heated at the Tp of 40oC for three minutes. Afterward, the specimen is stretched to 

the deformed strain of 200%, and the elongation strain is recorded as loaded strain, 𝜀𝑙 . The 

quenching process is done with temperature range of 0~2oC for another 180 seconds, and the strain 

is recorded as programming strain, 𝜀𝑝. Then, the specimen is released by removing the weight load, 

and unloaded strain is recorded as fixed strain, 𝜀𝑓 . The recovery process is initiated by heating the 

specimen to 40oC for three minutes and its recovered strain is recorded as recovery strain, 𝜀𝑟40. 

For every increment of 10oC up to a maximum of 70oC, the recovered strain is measured and 

recorded for the particular Tr. The shape memory experiment is repeated with Tp in 50oC, 60oC 

and 70oC. Figure 3.7 shows a 3D graph of shape memory experiment. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the 

experiment setting to investigate the effect of Tc.  
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Figure 3.7: 3D graph of SME with corresponding stress and strain  

 

where Thigh expresses as heating temperature while Tlow defines as lower temperature range. 
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Figure 3.8: The experiment setting for Tc test (dotted lines represent the recovery strains upon 

heating to the corresponding recovery temperature). Specimen is deformed under 200% of 

strain ratio to obtain their recovery strain, 𝜀𝑟 at vary recovery temperature, Tr   
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3.6.3 Multi Cycles Thermomechanical Test on Prevulcanised SMNR 

This test evaluates the repeatability of prevulcanised SMNR. The prevulcanised specimen 

is clamped on the stretching apparatus with a gap of 10 mm between the clamping blocks, and it 

is recorded as initial strain, 𝜀𝑖 . The specimen is softened by immersing it into 70oC of hot water 

for three minutes. Subsequently, the specimen is elongated in 200% deformed strain and the loaded 

strain, 𝜀𝑙 is recorded. Then, the specimen is quenched in ice water for another 180 seconds. After 

three minutes, the specimen is released, and the unloaded strain is recorded as fixed strain, 𝜀𝑓. 

Afterward, the specimen is reheated to 70oC for three minutes, and the recovery strain, 𝜀𝑟  is 

measured and recorded. The entire process is repeated 3 times on similar specimen. Figure 3.9 

describes the shape memory cycle procedure in 2 D graph. 

 

Figure 3.9: 2D procedure of shape memory cycle test. Specimen repeats the shape memory 

experiment for 3 cycles under the similar strain ratio, 100% with 70oC of programming and 

recovery temperature to obtain fixed strain and recovery strain for each cycle (R1, R2 and 

R3).  

 

R1 R2 R3 
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3.7 Mechanical Characterization 

The mechanical characteristics of prevulcanised SMNR with different palmitic acid 

loading are further characterised in this section to gain insight into the viscoelastic behaviour of 

the SMNR developed.  

3.7.1 Tensile Test Experiment at Room Temperature 

Tensile strength of SMNR specimen is determined by the tensile test instrument LLOYD 

Instruments LR50k Plus at room temperature. The experiment follows the ASTM D412 standard, 

which the sample is prepared by the ASTM 412 type C die cutter and conducts under a constant 

crosshead speed of 50mm/min. Figure 3.10 shows the tensile tester is operated at room temperature. 

The tensile test is conducted at least three times for each specimen batch.  

3.7.2 Tensile Test Experiment At 70oC (with heat chamber)  

The tensile test is undertaken with a controlled heat chamber on an MTS 831 servo-

hydraulic testing machine. The experimental procedures are executed by a Multi-Purpose Testware 

(MPT). The tensile experiment is conducted under the 50mm/min crosshead speed at temperature 

of 70oC. The displacement strain limit of the tensile test is 200%. Figure 3.11 shows the tensile 

machine with a controlled temperature chamber.  
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Figure 3.10: Tensile test conducted at room temperature 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Tensile machine with a controlled temperature chamber (70oC) 
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3.7.3 Viscoelastic Experiment under Stress Relaxation mode (without Temperature 

Ramp) 

Viscoelastic properties of the prevulcanised SMNR are obtained under a MTS 831 servo-

hydraulic testing machine with a controlled heat chamber. The specimen is examined under stress 

relaxation mode by maintaining the deformed strain of 500% for 30 minutes at the temperature of 

70oC. To have an isothermal environment, the specimen is heated to a similar temperature range 

for 5 minutes before the experiment is started.  

 

3.7.4 Viscoelastic Experiment under Stress Relaxation mode (with Temperature Ramp) 

A stress relaxation experiment is conducted under Perkin Elmer DMA 8000 machine with 

tensile mode to determine the stress-strain behaviour during the temperature change. Due to the 

machine limitations, the maximum deformed strain for this experiment is confined to 1.5% and 

the specimen is cut with the dimension of 5mmx10mm (below 0.5mm thickness). Before the 

experiment is conducted, the specimen is heated to 70oC for 5 minutes. Subsequently, the specimen 

is held to the maximum deformed strain for one hour. During the stress relaxation experiment, the 

temperature of the first 20 minutes is set to 70oC, then it is quenched at room temperature for 

another 20 minutes. Lastly, the specimen is reheated to 70oC for the remaining 20 minutes.  
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3.8 Shape Memory Behaviours Prediction Modelling 

Hyun Kim’s phenomenological model [160] is adopted to predict the shape memory 

behaviours of this SMNR developed. The mechanical approach of the shape memory behaviour is 

demonstrated under the ‘three-phases’ model: one hard segment phase to domain the viscoelastic 

behaviour of SMNR and two soft segment phases (active and frozen phase) reflect the 

microstructure phase transition behaviour at respective temperatures. A thermal responsive strain 

algorithm is also included in the shape memory behaviours prediction model to account for the 

thermal effect during shape morphing and shape programming. According to the phase transition 

model, the volume fraction of palmitic acid formulations is incorporated into the thermal model 

equation. Hence, the composition results from the TGA experiment are utilised to determine the 

volume fraction of the soft and hard segment phase. Figure 3.12 shows the shape memory 

behaviours prediction model of SMNR is established using both mechanical and thermal approach 

and their coefficients of each element labelled above the respective model.  

 

Figure 3.12: The shape memory behaviours prediction model under three-phase mode with their 

coefficient constants 
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3.8.1 The Description of Hard Segment Phase 

The standard linear solid (SLS) describes the viscoelastic behaviour of the hard segment 

phase by two material stiffness, E1 and E2, and one material viscosity, η. Following the Kelvin-

Voigt model arrangement, the general SLS model equation can be written as follows: 

𝜀𝐸1𝐸2 + η𝐸1𝜀̇ = (𝐸1 + 𝐸2)𝜎 + η�̇�       Equation (3.7) 

where 𝜀 is the total strain, 𝜀̇ is strain rate, 𝜎 is the total stress, �̇� is the stress rate 

Since strain is fixed during the shape programming, the Equation (3.7) governs the stress 

relaxation behaviour in this constitutive model. The unrelaxed modulus, 𝐸𝑈, relaxed modulus, 𝐸𝑅 

and relaxation time, 𝜏′ are derived in Equation (3.8a-c),  

𝐸𝑈 = 𝐸1          Equation (3.8a) 

𝐸𝑅 =
𝐸1𝐸2

𝐸1+𝐸2
          Equation (3.8b) 

𝜏′ =
η

𝐸1+𝐸2
          Equation (3.8c) 

Boundary conditions of stress relaxation is given by: 

𝜀 = 𝜀(𝑡) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 0         Equation (3.9a) 

𝜀̇ = 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 0         Equation (3.9b) 

Under the boundary condition of Equation (3.9a-b), the general equation of the viscoelastic model 

under stress relaxation is expressed as: 

𝐸(𝑡) = (𝐸𝑅 + (𝐸𝑈 − 𝐸𝑅) exp (−
𝑡

𝜏′́ ))               Equation (3.10a) 

𝜎 = 𝐸(𝑡)𝜀0                   Equation (3.10b) 
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where 𝐸(𝑡) is the total material stiffness at a particular time, 𝜀0 is the initial strain  

To have a continuous form of the shape memory behaviours prediction model, the stress-strain 

relationship of the viscoelastic equation is expressed under Boltzmann Superposition Principle and 

given as: 

𝜎(𝑡) = ∫ 𝐸(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖)
𝑑𝜀(𝑡𝑖)

𝑑𝑡𝑖
𝑑𝑡𝑖                 Equation (3.11a) 

𝜀(𝑡) =
𝜎(𝑡)

[∫ 𝐸(𝑡−𝑡𝑖)𝑑𝑡𝑖]
 𝑑𝑡𝑖 + 𝜀(𝑡 − 1)                Equation (3.11b)  

where 𝑡𝑖 is the particular time for undergoing strain change   

 

3.8.2 The Description of Soft Segment Phase 

The strength reinforcement and shape morphing properties are undertaken by soft segment 

phases consisting of active and frozen phases. Both soft segment phases are considered to exhibit 

hyperelastic properties during the shape memory response. Thereby, their mechanical properties 

are demonstrated under the Mooney Rivlin equation [161] with the following forms: 

𝑊 = 𝐶1(𝐼1 − 3) + 𝐶2(𝐼2 − 3)                Equation (3.12a) 

where W is the strain energy, 𝐶1 and 𝐶2are the material constants of Mooney Rivlin 

Assuming the material is incompressible and isotropic under uniaxial tension, the deformation 

gradient, F, right and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, respectively C and B are defined by: 

F = [
𝜆 0 0
0 𝜆−0.5 0
0 0 𝜆−0.5

]                 Equation (3.12b) 
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B = C = [
𝜆2 0 0
0 𝜆−1 0
0 0 𝜆−1

]                 Equation (3.12c) 

where for the deformation under uniaxial extension,  

𝜆 = 𝜀𝑠 + 1  

𝜆1 = 𝜆   

𝜆2 = 𝜆3 = 𝜆−0.5  

where 𝜆 is the extension ratio, 𝜀𝑠is the strain of soft segment phase  

To express as a set of independent strain invariants of C and B, denoted as I1, I2, and I3 and following 

by: 

𝐼1 = 𝑡𝑟(C) =  𝜆2 + 2𝜆−1                 Equation (3.12d) 

𝐼2 =
1

2
 [(𝑡𝑟(𝐶))2 − 𝑡𝑟(C2)] = 2𝜆 + 𝜆−2               Equation (3.12e) 

𝐼3 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡(C) =  1 due to incompressible properties              Equation (3.12f) 

In the general theory of hyperelasticity, the stress response can be derived from the strain energy 

function which written as: 

[
𝜎11 0 0
0 𝜎22 0
0 0 𝜎33

] = [

−𝑝 0 0
0 −𝑝 0
0 0 −𝑝

] + 2 (
𝜕𝑊

𝜕𝐼1
+ 𝐼1

𝜕𝑊

𝜕𝐼2
) 𝐵 − 2

𝜕𝑊

𝜕𝐼2
𝐵2

               Equation (3.12g) 

where p is the hydrostatic process due to incompressibility 

Boundary condition of uniaxial extension is given by: 

𝜎22 = 𝜎33 = 0                   Equation (3.12h) 
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Under the boundary condition of Equation (3.12h), the stress principle can be determined by 

denoting 𝜆 (Equation (3.12d-e)), which can be expressed by: 

𝜎 = 2 (𝜆 −
1

𝜆2
) (

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝐼1
+

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝐼2

1

𝜆
)  for uniaxial extension               Equation (3.12i) 

Substituting the strain energy of Mooney Rivlin function at Equation (3.12a) into Equation (3.12i), 

the algorithm derived as: 

𝜎

2
= 𝐶1𝜆 −

𝐶1

𝜆
+ 𝐶2𝜆3 − 𝐶2                 Equation (3.12j) 

where 𝜆 is the extension ratio, 𝜀𝑠is the strain of soft segment phase  

To determine the extension ratio under a given stress condition, the roots of the quartic 

equation from Equation (3.12j) are solved by Matlab with the boundary conditions of 𝜆 > 1, and 

the roots should be in real numbers. Although both soft segment phase models adopt similar 

hyperelastic model, they have different coefficient constant values to reflect the stress-strain 

response at their respective temperature ranges.  
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3.8.3 Determination of the Volume Fraction of Hard and Soft Segment Phase 

According to the characteristic of the hard and soft segment phases, the prevulcanised NR 

structure is responsible for the hard segment phase, while the soft segment phase (active and frozen) 

is attributed to the palmitic acid. Thereby, the volume fraction of both segment phases is 

determined by the mass fraction obtained from TGA experiments and written as follow: 

𝑉𝑝 =
𝑊𝑝

𝑊𝑝+(1−𝑊𝑝)
𝜌𝑛𝑟
𝜌𝑝

                  Equation (3.13a) 

𝑉𝑝 = 𝑉𝑠𝑎 + 𝑉𝑠𝑓                   Equation (3.13b) 

𝑉ℎ = 1 − 𝑉𝑝                   Equation (3.13c) 

where 𝑉 is the volume fraction, 𝑊 is the mass fraction from TGA results, 𝜌 is the density while 

the subscripts of ‘p’, ‘nr’, ‘sa’, ‘sf’ and ‘h’ are defined as palmitic acid, NR, soft active segment 

phase, soft frozen segment phase, and hard segment phase, respectively. For example, 𝜌𝑛𝑟 is the 

density of NR (920kg/m3), 𝜌𝑝 is the density of palmitic acid (853kg/m3),  

The volume fraction of the soft active segment and frozen segment phases are 

interchangeable and corresponding to the thermomechanical properties of palmitic acid. An 

algorithm for volume fraction change in temperature is required and will be discussed in Section 

5.1. However, as shown in Equation (3.13b), the total volume fraction of the soft segment phase 

equals the volume fraction of palmitic acid. It could be determined by the TGA results from 

Section 4.1.3. 
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3.8.4 The Description of Thermal Strain Model 

Besides the stress effect, a thermal strain model is involved in the shape memory model 

algorithm. According to the researches in shape memory prediction models [140], [147], [162] on 

the SMP, thermal strain is irrelevant to mechanical stress but corresponds to the testing temperature 

range. This non-mechanical strain is often generated during the programming process and 

eliminated during shape recovery. According to the thermal strain from Hyun Kim [160], the 

continuum form of the thermal strain across various temperature ranges is written as follows: 

𝜀𝑡(𝑡) = 𝜀𝑡(𝑡 − 1) +  𝐶𝑓(𝑉𝑠𝑎(𝑡 − 1) − 𝑉𝑠𝑎(𝑡))𝜀𝑠𝑎(𝑡 − 1) T>Tg            Equation (3.14a) 

𝜀𝑡(𝑡) = 𝜀𝑡(𝑡 − 1) +  𝐶𝑟
(𝑉𝑠𝑓(𝑡−1)−𝑉𝑠𝑓(𝑡))

(𝑉𝑠𝑓(𝑡−1))
𝜀𝑡(𝑡 − 1)  T<Tg                Equation (3.14b) 

where 𝜀𝑡(𝑡) is the thermal strain in a particular time, 𝜀𝑠𝑎is the strain of soft active segment phase, 

𝐶𝑓 and 𝐶𝑟 are the fixed coefficient and recovery efficient, respectively.  

 

3.8.5  The Algorithm of Constitutive Models  

As seen in Figure 3.12, a SLS model with Kelvin-Voigt element is extended with two 

Mooney Rivlin models to account for the shape memory behaviour of SMNR in mechanical 

approach and a thermal strain model referred to the change of length during the programming 

process and recovery process. Since the connection of these model elements is series arrangement, 

the strain response of each segment phase is simulated under similar stress behaviour. Hence, the 

overall shape memory prediction algorithms are obtained as follows: 

𝜎 = 𝜎ℎ = 𝜎𝑠𝑎 = 𝜎𝑠𝑓                  Equation (3.15a) 

𝜀 = 𝑉ℎ 𝜀ℎ + 𝑉𝑠𝑎 𝜀𝑠𝑎 + 𝑉𝑠𝑓𝜀𝑠𝑓 + 𝜀𝑡                Equation (3.15b) 
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where 𝜀ℎ(𝑡) =
𝜎(𝑡)

[∫ 𝐸(𝑡−𝑡𝑖)𝑑𝑡𝑖]
 𝑑𝑡𝑖 + 𝜀(𝑡 − 1) 

 𝜀𝑠𝑎(𝑡) = √
𝐶𝑠𝑎1𝜆(𝑡)+𝐶𝑠𝑎2

𝐶𝑠𝑎1𝜆(𝑡)+𝐶𝑠𝑎2−
𝜎(𝑡)

2

3
− 1 

 𝜀𝑆𝑓(𝑡) = √
𝐶𝑠𝑓1𝜆(𝑡)+𝐶𝑠𝑓2

𝐶𝑠𝑓1𝜆(𝑡)+𝐶𝑠𝑓2−
𝜎(𝑡)

2

3
− 1  

where 𝜎 is the stress, 𝜀 is the strain, 𝐶1and 𝐶2 is the material coefficients of the Mooney Rivlin 

equation while the subscripts of ‘sa’, ‘sf’, ‘h’ and ‘t’ are defined as soft active segment phase, soft 

frozen segment phase, hard segment phase, and thermal, respectively 
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4 Experimental Results and Discussion 

This chapter presents the experimental results which are obtained throughout this project 

and draws the discussions for each experimental works. Both composition of the SMNR which are 

swollen and prevulcanised specimens are inspected and characterised in section 4.1. Subsequently, 

the shape memory behaviour of the SMNR with various material formulations under different 

working temperatures are reported. The mechanical responses such as hyperelastic and viscoelastic 

behaviours are examined to determine the material coefficient of respective segment phase as 

establishing a constitutive model system to predict the shape memory behaviour of prevulcanised 

SMNR. 

4.1 Determination of Chemical Composition 

4.1.1 Swelling 

To investigate the relationship between palmitic acid loading and SME, the swollen SMNR 

is prepared with various swelling duration and swelling temperatures. The variance in the swelling 

ratio of CGNR and NRL specimens as a function of swelling duration with different swelling 

temperatures is shown in Figure 4.1. Both rubber specimens exhibit a dramatic rise in solvent 

absorption (>20% of swelling ratio) during the first twenty minutes, but the diffusion rate decreases 

significantly with an increment of the swelling duration and slowly plateau after 100 minutes. 

Compared with the CGNR specimens, the NRL specimen allows for greater solvent penetrates 

into the rubber molecule, and the penetration rate increases with elevating swelling temperature. 

In contrast, the CGNR specimens show a similar solvent uptake of around 70% of swelling ratio 

even in different swelling temperatures.  
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Figure 4.1: The swelling ratio of CGNR and NRL specimens on different swelling durations and 

swelling temperatures  

 

There are three factors influencing the solvent diffusion rate. Firstly, the concentration 

gradient of palmitic acid in rubber molecular is the prime factor. The initial increment occurs in 

the swelling ratio for both rubber specimens during the first twenty minutes because the specimens 

are exposed to high solvent stress [163]. The large concentration gradient between rubber 

molecular and surrounding allows more palmitic acid solvent to flow into the low concentration 

region during the early swelling process. Nevertheless, the diffusion rate decreases with increasing 

swelling duration as a consequence of elevating rubber density [164]. Due to less void within the 

rubber network, palmitic acid forms a precoated layer on the rubber molecular. This layer acts as 

a barrier to hinder the solvent's movement. Thereby, solvent uptake is gradually plateaued by 

prolonging the swelling period after 100 minutes.  
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By considering the chain effects of rubber structure (sulphur network), the diffusion rate is 

not the only factor to be constrained, but also the solvent uptake is reduced [165]. Adding filler or 

additive is the general method for enhancing the mechanical properties of rubber products, such 

as improves thermal resistance or enhances the strength of rubbers [166]–[168]. The CGNR 

specimen is made of vulcanised rubber, which contains sulphur crosslinks the rubber molecular 

layer structure to limit swelling capability [169]. In contrast, the NRL specimen is prepared with 

pure NRL without any filler or additive. It has the greater volume capability for storing palmitic 

acid solvent compared to the CGNR specimen. In consequence, the CGNR specimen achieves the 

equilibrium swelling of 70%±2%, which is lower than the NRL specimen (92.5%±6.5%).  

In addition, the CGNR specimens show similar solvent uptake after 120 minutes regardless 

of swelling temperatures. This is because all the CGNR specimens have the same crosslink density 

to limit their solvent absorption, achieving equilibrium swelling at 70%±2% of swelling ratio. The 

degree of crosslink density significantly influences the porosity formation in the network structure 

of the CGNR specimen [170]. In consequence, the maximum solvent uptake is similar under the 

same crosslink density. Once the equilibrium swelling ratio is achieved, the solvent no longer 

penetrates the rubber molecule. Any further solvent uptake occurs on the rubber surface, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2, rather than precoating on the rubber molecule itself.  
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Figure 4.2: Crystal palmitic acid formed on the surface of NRL specimen (swelling duration 

>120 minutes) 

 

Although crosslink density appears to confine the maximum solvent uptake in the CGNR 

regardless of the swelling temperatures, increasing the swelling temperature accelerates the 

penetration rate. Figure 4.1 shows the swelling ratio of CGNR at 70oC and 75oC of swelling 

temperature require 100 minutes to reach the equilibrium swelling while CGNR at 65oC only 

achieves equilibrium swelling of 70% after 120 minutes. This indicates that more thermal energy 

is converted to the entropy and internal energy for palmitic acid solvent, which speeds up the 

swelling process at higher swelling temperature [117], [171]. NRL specimens have a similar trend 

which the NRL75 has the highest swelling ratio (99%) at a similar swelling duration compared to 

the NRL 65 and the NRL70. Obviously, the swelling capability of the NRL specimen is higher 

than the CGNR specimen because of the low crosslink density in the NRL rubber molecule. 

Combining the thermal effect, the penetrability of solvent is further increased, and more solvent is 

bound to rubber molecular. Therefore, there is a huge swelling ratio gap between the CGNR and 

NRL specimens, even at similar swelling temperature.  
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4.1.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Derivative Thermogravimetry (DTG) 

Analysis for Swollen SMNR Specimens 

By observing the TGA and DTG results, the composition element of each SMNR specimen 

can be determined by validating the material decomposition temperature. Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, 

and Figure 4.5 describe the TGA and DTG results of the palmitic acid swollen SMNR specimens 

which are prepared from NRL and CGNR. To highlight the NR decomposition temperature ranges, 

dry rubber sources from NRL and CGNR are also subjected to TGA studies. DTG results reveal 

that the rubber decomposition is involved in three temperature ranges, which are 198o to 330oC, 

330oC to 450oC, and above 450oC. Due to the primary mass drop of both dry rubber specimens 

occur in middle temperature range, the second degradation section is attributed to the NR and 

unbonded latex molecular [115]. Generally, the organic compound will decompose first, and it is 

followed by inorganic compound. Hence, the initial mass loss percentage is contributed by the 

palmitic acid and other organic accelerators. While the single mass leftover after 450oC should 

belong to the residual ash or other non-organic additives such as carbon black or zinc oxide. 
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Figure 4.3: TGA result for swollen SMNR with CGNR  
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Figure 4.4: TGA result for swollen SMNR with NRL  
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Figure 4.5: DTG results for both swollen rubber sources CGNR and NRL 
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loading. This implies that the crosslink density stands as the barrier to limit palmitic acid 

movement. The mass loss pattern for both rubber sources is consistent with the swelling 

experiment finding. Table 4.1 summarizes the palmitic acid loading in various specimens based 

on the TGA and swelling experiment.  

Although TGA experiments for both rubber sources have a varied magnitude on the weight 

fraction of palmitic acid with the swelling experiment results, they have a similar ascent behaviour 

with respect to the swelling temperature except the NRL 70. This is because excess palmitic acid 

forms the crystal structure on the rubber surface like Figure 4.2 to mislead the TGA result. Due to 

the fact that the swelling temperature of the NRL 70 is closer to the Tm of palmitic acid, palmitic 

acid is rapidly solidified on the rubber surface before being wiped off. Although the NRL 70 group 

specimen has a huge difference between the TGA and swelling experiment, the amount of palmitic 

acid for prevulcanised SMNR could be determined by the mass loss trend. In agreement with 

identifying the specimen composition by the degradation temperature, the next subsection 

discusses component characterization of the prevulcanised SMNR with a similar experimental 

setting.  

 

Table 4.1: Palmitic acid weight fraction from TGA (obtaining from TGA analyser) and swelling 

experiment (measured from Equation (3.4)) 

Sample 
Code TGA Swelling experiment 

NRL65 44% 48% 

NRL70 62% 44% 

NRL75 54% 50% 

CGNR65 44% 41% 

CGNR70 47% 41% 

CGNR75 50% 42% 
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4.1.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Derivative Thermogravimetry (DTG) 

Experiment for Prevulcanised SMNR 

To identify the chemical composition of each prevulcanised SMNR, the TGA and DTG 

results are inspected with respect to the palmitic acid content. The results are shown from Figure 

4.6 to Figure 4.11. The DTG results demonstrate the decomposition section is separated into four 

temperature ranges which are 190oC to 300oC, 300oC to 450oC, 450oC to 530oC, and above 530oC. 

Referring to the TGA results of swollen SMNR specimen (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4), the 

unreacted palmitic acid and the NRL own the major mass loss percentage of the first and second 

decomposition sections, respectively. Hence, the remaining section is attributed to an inorganic 

component such as unreacted KOH, ash, and potassium palmitate. To determine the decomposition 

temperature of potassium palmitate, the 0.2SNR (without potassium palmitate) is examined under 

the DTG experiment. Figure 4.6 indicates that the third decomposition temperature range is 

attributed to potassium palmitate. Although the stearic acid has a higher Tm, it has a similar 

decomposition section with palmitic acid depicted in Figure 4.8. Therefore, the weight fraction of 

stearic acid could be determined similar decomposition section.  
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Figure 4.6:DTG result for prevulcanised SMNR with different palmitic acid loading 
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Figure 4.7: DTG result for prevulcanised SMNR with different sulphur content 
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Figure 4.8: DTG results for prevulcanised SMNR with different fatty acids 
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Figure 4.9: TGA result for prevulcanised SMNR with different palmitic acid loading 
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Figure 4.10: TGA result for prevulcanised SMNR with different sulphur content 
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Figure 4.11: TGA results for prevulcanised SMNR under different fatty acids 
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respective component for each specimen group are shown from the Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15. 

The TGA results from Table 4.2 shows that NRL contains about 80%±8% of each prevulcanised 

SMNR while palmitic acid content just comprises for 12%±6% of total weight. By observing 

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, they show that NRL content decreases by increasing palmitic acid 

content but the total palmitic acid amount fluctuates even mixing under the same sulphur content 

in Figure 4.15, especially for the 1.0S and 1.5S specimen groups. Palmitic acid is physically 

crosslinking to the rubber molecular, which easily diffuses out as flashing with water during the 

specimen preparation process. It is reasonable to assume that more palmitic acid is bound with 

rubber molecular as the higher concentration of potassium palmitate is involved during the 

compounding process. Nevertheless, potassium palmitate is soluble in water which easily 

permeates through rubber during the water flashing process. Consequently, the remaining palmitic 

acid in the SMNR specimen is much less than the absolute palmitic acid added during the 

compounding process. This is also the reason for the 1.0S and 1.5S specimen groups have the 

lower potassium palmitate content than other sulphur content group (0.2S and 0.5S) even they are 

mixed under similar concentration of potassium palmitate.   
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Table 4.2: The weight fraction of each component SMNR fabricated under prevulcanised process 

 Weight fraction of each component (%) 

Sample code Unreacted palmitic acid Latex Potassium palmitate soap Total palmitic acid 

0.2SPA20 3.107 88.547 5.540 7.723 

0.2SPA30 6.180 82.048 6.982 11.998 

0.2SPA40 7.581 78.859 7.613 13.925 

0.2SPA50 9.780 72.528 9.840 17.980 

0.5SPA20 5.594 83.505 5.392 10.087 

0.5SPA30 7.941 81.286 5.794 12.769 

0.5SPA40 9.806 79.721 7.721 16.240 

0.5SPA50 11.565 77.659 9.562 19.534 

1.0SPA20 2.992 85.552 3.641 6.026 

1.0SPA30 7.341 76.773 8.895 14.754 

1.0SPA40 5.727 78.567 10.152 14.187 

1.0SPA50 3.116 75.998 12.885 13.854 

1.5SPA20 5.476 86.922 3.126 8.081 

1.5SPA30 5.818 84.360 7.260 11.868 

1.5SPA40 3.908 82.699 6.431 9.267 

1.5SPA50 4.798 75.966 9.260 12.515 

2.0SPA20 0.235 84.315 6.214 5.413 

0.2SNR 0.000 93.623 0.000 0.000 

0.2SSA20 (Stearic Acid)2.747 84.534 (Potassium Stearate)5.561 (Stearic acid)7.382 
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Figure 4.12: Weight fraction of unreacted palmitic acid content for each prevulcanised SMNR 

specimen (for 0.2S to 1.5S specimen groups) 

  

Figure 4.13: Weight fraction of natural rubber latex content for each prevulcanised SMNR 

specimen (for 0.2S to 1.5S specimen groups) 
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Figure 4.14: Weight fraction of potassium palmitate content for each prevulcanised SMNR 

specimen (for 0.2S to 1.5S specimen groups) 

 

  

Figure 4.15: Weight fraction of total palmitic acid content for each prevulcanised SMNR 

specimen (for 0.2S to 1.5S specimen groups) 
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However, the ascent trend of palmitic acid content is spotted in the similar sulphur content 

group in low sulphur content specimen groups which are the 0.2S and 0.5S specimen groups. 

Comparing the total palmitic acid content of the 0.2S and 0.5S specimen groups, they slightly 

increase by adding higher potassium palmitate concentration. The unreacted palmitic acid is 

responsible for this outcome. According to the DTG results in Figure 4.6, partly unreacted palmitic 

acid is discovered, accounting for 50% of the total palmitic acid content in prevulcanised SMNR 

molecular. Due to the incomplete saponification process, partial palmitic acid is remained in the 

potassium palmitate soap and mixed with NRL during the compounding process. Moreover, 

palmitic acid is an insoluble fatty acid, which is still attached to rubber molecular even after water 

flashing and drying processes. Comparing the TGA results in Figure 4.12, the 1.0S and 1.5S 

specimen group have lower unreacted palmitic acid content within their rubber network. It is 

believed that the crosslink density limits the porosity structure within rubber molecule which 

constrains the permeability of rubber network for unreacted palmitic acid. Hence, less unreacted 

palmitic acid content is spotted on these two specimen groups (1.0S and 1.5S). 

To conclude this section, the crosslink density constrain the penetrability of palmitic acid 

during the swelling process. Although increasing the swelling duration and swelling temperature 

could improve the swelling ratio, it might lead to another critical issue such as increasing the 

brittleness of rubber specimen or thermal degradation due to exposure to a high temperature 

environment for a long time. These issues are considered and inspected in other mechanical tests. 

For prevulcanised SMNR, the total palmitic acid content is increasing as mixing with a higher 

concentration of potassium palmitate but unreacted palmitic acid contributes large amount 

(39%~68%) of the weight fraction of total palmitic acid content. According to TGA result, 

majority specimen groups contain less than half of the palmitic acid added within rubber molecule.   
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4.2 Trigger temperature, Tc 

4.2.1 Trigger temperature of Swollen SMNR Specimens under DSC Experiment 

The shape transition temperature of swollen SMNR with CGNR and NRL specimens is 

determined under the DSC experiment, and the results are summarised in Figure 4.16. To 

emphasise the difference between rubber specimens with and without palmitic acid, the DSC 

results of dry rubber samples are also depicted in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. To compare the 

trigger temperature between CGNR and NRL specimen, Figure 4.19 are enlarged the DSC results 

of each swollen SMNR specimen on first endothermic activity. 

  

 

Figure 4.16: The DSC result in between 30oC and 500oC  
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Figure 4.17: The DSC results for CGNR specimens (with dry rubber specimen, CGNR) 

 

 

Figure 4.18: The DSC results for NRL specimens (with dry rubber specimen, NRL) 
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Figure 4.19: The DSC results for both rubber sources under different swelling temperature  
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homogeneity in the swelling process [174]. Due to the overflow of palmitic acid absorption during 

the swelling process, an uneven physically crosslink bond exists between the NRL specimen group. 

They also dominate the thermal characteristic of the swollen SMNR specimens. In consequence, 

the Tc is increased due to more thermal energy is required for the melting process. According to 

Table 4.1, CGNR specimens have a similar outcome to NRL specimens, in which Tc is shifted to 

higher temperature range by increasing the palmitic acid content. The sequence of Tc for CGNR 

is 65oC (CGNR65) → 68.5oC (CGNR70) → 69oC (CGNR75). Therefore, the Tc corresponds to 

the palmitic acid content.  

4.2.2 Trigger Temperature of Prevulcanised SMNR from DMA Experiment 

Prevulcanised SMNR specimens contain less than a quarter of palmitic acid amount by 

comparing with swollen SMNR specimens. Combining the degradation effect from NRL, Tc is 

difficult to determine under the DSC experiment for SMNR fabricated through prevulcanisation. 

To address this issue, the Tc of prevulcanised SMNR specimens is determined from DMA machine 

under tension mode. Due to the crystalline nature of fatty acid, Tc can be determined by referring 

to the onset of storage modulus drop under a particular temperature [175]. To determine the Tc, 

the storage modulus of prevulcanised SMNR specimens is shown in Figure 4.20. DMA results 

show a significant difference in storage modulus between the specimen with and without fatty acid. 

Within the 25oC to 100oC of the temperature range for the specimen containing fatty acid, only 

one distinct transition is observed, which is ~65oC for palmitic acid (0.2SPA20 and 2.0SPA20) 

and ~73oC for stearic acid (0.2SSA20). Since both onsets drop temperatures are closer to their Tm 

of fatty acid, this indicates that the choice of the fatty acid is responsible for Tc for prevulcanised 

SMNR. After the temperature above their Tm, the crystalline structure of fatty acid is began to 

vanish and went through decrystallisation process. In consequence, the SMNR specimens return 
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to a rubbery plateau state that is soft and viscous. In this stage, the fatty acid in SMNR molecular 

contributes negligibly to load bearing and begins to exhibit a severe decrease in storage modulus. 

At the same time, the 0.2SNR has another dynamic behaviour without any onset drop on its storage 

modulus result between testing temperature ranges. It is obvious that the 0.2SNR is just a 

crosslinked NR sample with a Tg at -70oC, which is far below the testing temperature range.  

 

Figure 4.20: DMA results for prevulcanised SMNR 

 

According to the Tc experiment results in swollen SMNR specimen, it believes that the Tc 

corresponds to the palmitic acid content. The higher palmitic acid required more thermal energy 

to vanish the linkage between the molecular, which resulted in the Tc shifting to a higher 

temperature range. In addition, it is found that the Tc depends on the choice of the fatty acid and is 

irrelevant to sulphur content.   
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4.3 Shape Memory Behaviour 

4.3.1 Effect of Swelling Temperature and Solvent Loading on the Shape Memory 

Behaviours of the Swollen SMNR 

To investigate the effect of swelling temperature and solvent loading on the shape memory 

behaviours. NRL and CGNR swollen under three swelling temperatures (65oC, 70oC, and 75oC) 

at various swelling durations (20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 minutes) are evaluated under three 

deformed strains of 100%, 200%, and 300% at the Tr of 70oC. Figure 4.21 shows the shape fixity 

and shape recovery of swollen SMNR specimens from two rubber sources with different deformed 

strains. These results are also tabulated in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.  
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a) 100% strain 

 

d) 100% strain 

 

b) 200% strain 

 

e) 200% strain 

 

c) 300% strain 

 

f) 300% strain 

Figure 4.21: The shape fixity (a,b,c) and shape recovery(d,e,f) versus swelling ratio for two 

swollen SMNR rubber sources with different swelling temperatures and deformed strain 
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Table 4.3: The shape fixity of swollen SMNR  

   Shape fixity 

NRL65 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 40% 62% 70% 77% 84% 91% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 80% 100% 100% 100% break break 

200% 65% 75% 90% break break break 

300% 77% 100% break break break break 

NRL70 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 42% 64% 65% 76% 82% 86% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 100% 100% 80% break break 

200% 75% 100% 100% break break break 

300% 100% 100% break break break break 

NRL75 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 50% 69% 84% 95% 98% 99% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 100% break  break  break  break  

200% break  break  break  break  break  break  

300% break  break  break  break  break  break  

CGNR 65 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 34% 42% 46% 58% 57% 70% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 30% 60% 65% 70% 90% 75% 

300% 27% 40% 53% 73% 83% 73% 

CGNR 70 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 28% 40% 52% 60% 67% 69% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 90% 90% 80% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 25% 65% 75% 75% 75% 90% 

300% 20% 50% 67% 83% 73% break 

CGNR 75 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 32% 48% 51% 60% 66% 71% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 80% 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 35% 75% 80% 90% 95% 100% 

300% 20% 67% 83% break  break  break  
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Table 4.4: The shape recovery of swollen SMNR  

   Shape Recovery 

NRL65 

Swelling duration 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 40% 62% 70% 77% 84% 91% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 80% 80% 100% break break 

200% 80% 70% 65% break break break 

300% 77% 60% break break break break 

NRL70 

Swelling duration 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 42% 64% 65% 76% 82% 86% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 70% 70% 70% 80% break  break  

200% 75% 50% 50% break  break  break  

300% 50% 67% break  break  break  break  

NRL75 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 50% 69% 84% 95% 98% 99% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 70% 70% break break break break 

200% break break break break break break 

300% break break break break break break 

CGNR 65 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 34% 42% 46% 58% 57% 70% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

300% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

CGNR 70 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 28% 40% 52% 60% 67% 69% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 93% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

300% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% break 

CGNR 75 

Swelling Duration (min) 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Swelling Ratio 32% 48% 51% 60% 66% 71% 

Deformed Strain 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

200% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

300% 100% 100% 100% break break break 

 

It can be seen that both rubber sources have distinct advantages, such as CGNR specimens 

possess superior recovery ability even when it is subjected to higher elongation strain and swelling 

temperatures. In contrast, NRL specimens achieve 100% shape fixity, even specimens with lower 

swelling ratios (42% under 300% deformed strain). Despite the high degree of crosslinking 
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providing excellent shape recovery in CGNR specimens, the shape fixity is constrained by high 

elastic force especially for high deformed strain. Table 4.3 shows that the CGNR 70 specimen has 

achieved 90% of shape fixity under 100% percentage strain but it is deteriorated to 20% as the 

deformed strain increased to 300%. It is because the crosslink density results in a high elastic force, 

inhibiting the entanglement between rubber molecular and constraining the growth of the SIC. 

Moreover, the elastic force is proportional to the deformed strain. Due to sparse crystallites 

formation is insufficient to withstand the high elastic force from high elongation strain, the SIC 

structure is vanished and lead to elastic retraction occurred in the CGNR specimens upon removing 

the weight load [152]. In consequence, lower shape fixity is shown in similar swelling ratio under 

the CGNR 70. 

 Although the low degree of SIC is unable to withstand the elastic force from sulphur 

crosslinking, the shape fixity could improve by increasing palmitic acid content. Table 4.3 shows 

that increasing the swelling duration significantly enhances the shape fixity of the CGNR 75 from 

35% to 100% under 200% of deformed strain. Due to the swelling ratio increases following with 

the swelling duration, palmitic acid is able to secure more SIC remaining in the CGNR molecular 

during shape programming process. High portion of the palmitic acid generates more retaining 

force to store the elastic strain for shifting the recovery process to higher temperature range. By 

combining the elastic load from crosslink density and reversible strain of palmitic acid, the overall 

shape memory performance on the CGNR specimen is dramatically improved. It indicates that the 

content of palmitic acid is responsible for the retaining force within swollen SMNR. Therefore, 

higher palmitic acid content could improve the growth and nucleation of SIC to retain more 

deformed length.  
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The NRL specimen groups have a similar outcome on the low deformed strain. Compared 

to specimens from both rubber sources, the NRL specimens exhibit less shape recovery at all 

deformed strains, which is attributed to plastic deformation during the shape programming process. 

Without the sulphur crosslink bond in the NRL molecular, they have a relatively low elastic 

modulus that easily distorts the rubber molecular at high deformed strain (>100%). This residue 

strain on the NRL molecule is irreversible, halting the shape recovery process, as shown in Figure 

4.22. The increment on shape recovery of the NRL specimens under 100% deformed strain is 

attributed to more reversible strain is preserved from the precoated rubber structure. The high 

portion of palmitic acid precoats on the rubber molecule to prevent molecular from distortion. It 

also retains most entangled length (shape programming) even when the load is removed. Hence, 

this block copolymer not only improves the elastic limit of the NRL specimens but also imposes a 

new feature, SME, on them.  

 

Figure 4.22: Residual strain on NRL specimen (Due to distortion occurred, partly deformed 

strain become irreversible length) 

 

Despite both shape memory parameters are increased with palmitic acid content on both 

rubber sources, but they are loss their elastic properties when the palmitic acid is excess into the 
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rubber molecule. By observing the results of the shape memory experiment, the rubber network 

failure in the NRL rubber source occurs particularly when the swelling ratio of NRL is greater than 

64% under 300% deformed strain. The reduction in the elastically effective chain is attributed to 

the high concentration of palmitic acid that dominates the mechanical properties of the NRL 

specimen [48]. Further increasing the solvent uptake will cause the NRL specimens to become 

more brittle, but this solvent degradation is insignificant for CGNR specimens. It is because the 

vulcanisation has improved the chemical resistance by sulphur crosslinking. Sulphur crosslink 

bond between CGNR molecular dominates the mechanical properties in terms of high elasticity 

and withstanding the high tensile stress. Therefore, CGNR specimens retain the outstanding shape 

recovery in high strain load with a high swelling ratio.  

CGNR specimens have higher chemical resistance to solvent degradation than the NRL 

specimen group, but thermal degradation brings an undesired deterioration effect on the sulphur 

crosslink band. Figure 4.21 describes that the network failure for the CGNR 75 is occurred after 

60 minutes of swelling duration with 300% deformed strain, while the CGNR70 is up to 100 

minutes at a similar elongation. This thermal degradation attributes to the occurrence of chain 

scission because the specimen exposed to a high temperature environment for a long period. High 

temperature with a long ageing time decreases the crosslink density of the CGNR specimen [120]. 

Due to less sulphur crosslink bond between the rubber molecule, the elastic modulus of CGNR 

specimen is reduced, rendering the incapable of withstanding high deformed load. Generally, high 

swelling temperature not only accelerates the swelling process but also speeds up the overcure 

process [176], [177]. In addition, the initial design purpose of CGNR rubber source (rubber band) 

is to operate at room temperature, without any thermal resistance additives. Combining the solvent 
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degradation effect, the high strain loading distorts the CGNR molecule and stretches beyond its 

elastic limit, resulting in its breakup into two pieces.  

According to the shape memory experiment of swollen SMNR, palmitic acid content 

significantly influences the SME under NRL and CGNR. Despite the overflow of palmitic acid 

might lead the SMNR to fail catastrophically, palmitic acid can enhance the shape memory 

capability as it is below 64% of the swelling ratio. Palmitic acid not only retains deformed length 

under CGNR specimen but also reduces the residue strain for NRL specimen in the result of 

preventing molecule distortion. Besides that, the 200% of deformed strain is the maximum 

elongation length to verify the shape memory experiment under low sulphur crosslink density 

(sulphur weight <2.5% of total weight). The occurrence of network failure on rubber specimen 

might cause beyond this elongation length. Hence, 200% of deformed strain is selected as the 

elongation length for prevulcanised SMNR.  
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4.3.2 Shape Memory Experiment for Prevulcanised SMNR under Custom Made 

Stretching Apparatus 

4.3.2 

To investigate the shape memory response on prevulcanised SMNR, the specimen 

formulation is prepared regarding sulphur and palmitic acid content. The shape memory 

experiment is conducted under 200% deformed strain with different Tp and Tr ranges. The shape 

memory parameters are measured by custom-made stretching apparatus. The shape memory 

results are summarised in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.  

Table 4.5: Shape fixity for prevulcanised SMNR (with various sulphur configurations and 

palmitic acid configurations) 

Sample 
Code 

Shape Fixity 

 
Tp=40oC Tp =50oC Tp =60oC Tp =70oC  

0.2SPA20 38% 47% 48% 56%  

0.2SPA30 48% 48% 65% 94%  

0.2SPA40 82% 73% 67% 92%  

0.2SPA50 70% 68% 78% 85%  

0.5SPA20 13% 19% 28% 28%  

0.5SPA30 12% 20% 42% 43%  

0.5SPA40 25% 30% 48% 57%  

0.5SPA50 32% 45% 52% 60%  

1.0SPA20 8% 13% 22% 25%  

1.0SPA30 5% 9% 13% 8%  

1.0SPA40 15% 12% 15% 15%  

1.0SPA50 21% 19% 53% 47%  

1.5SPA20 5% 3% 5% 5%  

1.5SPA30 4% 5% 5% 7%  

1.5SPA40 8% 8% 10% 10%  

1.5SPA50 8% 12% 13% 12%  

2.0SPA20 3% 4% 7% 7%  

0.2SNR 5% 7% 10% 10%  

0.2SSA20 65% 70% 80% 92%  
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Table 4.6: Shape recovery for prevulcanised SMNR (with various sulphur configuration and palmitic acid configurations) 

Sample 
Code 

Shape Recovery 

Tp=40oC Tp =50oC Tp =60oC  Tp =70oC 
Tr= 

40oC 
Tr= 
50oC 

Tr = 
60oC 

Tr= 
70oC 

Tr= 
40oC 

Tr= 
50oC 

Tr = 
60oC 

Tr= 
70oC 

Tr= 
40oC 

Tr= 
50oC 

Tr = 
60oC 

Tr= 
70oC 

Tr= 
40oC 

Tr= 
50oC 

Tr = 
60oC 

Tr= 
70oC 

0.2SPA20 78% 85% 91% 93% 74% 81% 87% 90% 73% 81% 88% 91% 74% 82% 89% 91% 

0.2SPA30 77% 86% 93% 97% 79% 85% 94% 97% 70% 87% 95% 95% 75% 86% 92% 94% 

0.2SPA40 45% 60% 65% 73% 55% 64% 77% 82% 60% 75% 88% 90% 65% 78% 88% 92% 

0.2SPA50 63% 70% 78% 87% 69% 75% 85% 90% 62% 81% 94% 99% 65% 72% 80% 85% 

0.5SPA20 94% 98% 99% 100% 95% 95% 98% 100% 86% 93% 98% 100% 85% 93% 94% 98% 

0.5SPA30 93% 98% 100% 100% 90% 95% 98% 99% 78% 88% 95% 95% 79% 88% 93% 96% 

0.5SPA40 85% 96% 100% 100% 83% 90% 97% 100% 71% 85% 95% 95% 68% 82% 92% 93% 

0.5SPA50 79% 85% 100% 100% 79% 89% 96% 100% 69% 83% 92% 100% 65% 81% 91% 100% 

1.0SPA20 97% 98% 99% 99% 93% 97% 98% 100% 95% 95% 98% 100% 90% 94% 95% 95% 

1.0SPA30 100% 100% 100% 100% 95% 97% 99% 100% 95% 98% 100% 100% 98% 99% 100% 100% 

1.0SPA40 93% 98% 98% 99% 93% 94% 98% 99% 95% 98% 100% 100% 93% 96% 98% 100% 

1.0SPA50 89% 94% 95% 96% 90% 94% 95% 97% 82% 87% 93% 94% 86% 90% 95% 95% 

1.5SPA20 98% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99% 100% 100% 98% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1.5SPA30 98% 98% 98% 100% 98% 98% 98% 99% 95% 98% 98% 100% 90% 91% 93% 94% 

1.5SPA40 98% 99% 99% 99% 94% 98% 100% 100% 95% 96% 100% 100% 95% 95% 100% 100% 

1.5SPA50 98% 99% 100% 100% 93% 96% 98% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99% 100% 100% 

2.0SPA20 92% 96% 98% 100% 93% 94% 96% 100% 95% 98% 98% 100% 96% 98% 98% 100% 

0.2SNR 91% 96% 97% 98% 92% 93% 94% 95% 93% 94% 95% 98% 95% 98% 100% 100% 

0.2SSA20 39% 63% 77% 84% 34% 62% 76% 80% 33% 60% 73% 78% 19% 57% 71% 76% 
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4.3.2.1 Effect of Sulphur Content on Shape memory Behaviours of Prevulcanised 

SMNR  

Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 show the shape memory parameters of prevulcanised SMNR 

with 20 pphr palmitic acid with various sulphur content (0.2 pphr, 0.5pphr 1.0pphr, 1.5pphr and 

2.0pphr) at various Tp ranges (40oC, 50oC, 60oC and 70oC) and Tr ranges(40oC, 50oC, 60oC and 

70oC). From Figure 4.23, the shape fixity declines with increasing the sulphur content under the 

same Tp. 0.2SPA20 specimens always show the highest shape fixity under the same fatty acid 

specimen. Whereas the 1.5SPA20 and 2.0SPA20 specimens contain common sulphur content in 

the commercial NRL compounding process, they shows poor shape fixity (<10%) at every Tp. 

While swollen SMNR experiences similar shape memory behaviour, the specimen with higher 

crosslink density exhibits low shape fixity under similar palmitic acid content. Due to the higher 

sulphur content involves in the specimen, the crosslink bond between the rubber molecule exhibits 

a high elastic force during the deformation process. Although the degree of SIC increases with the 

sulphur content [155], high elastic force vanishes the SIC during the unloading process. In 

consequence, poor shape fixity is exhibited for high crosslink density specimens under similar 

deformed strain [178]. This is also the typical reason for non or poor SME exhibited in crosslinked 

NR.  
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Figure 4.23: The shape fixity of prevulcanised SMNR with various sulphur content at various Tp 

 

Apart from the effect on sulphur content, higher shape fixity is observed as Tp is near the 

Tc. The 1.0SPA20 and 0.5SPA20 have increased more than double the shape fixity by elevating 

the Tp from 40oC to 70oC. Generally, NR molecule is crystallised upon strained, but they dissipate 

during the unloading process at room temperature. Due to the molten palmitic acid attaches to the 

SIC structure during the programming process, the vanishing temperature has been shifted above 

the Tm of palmitic acid with consequence of more deformed strain retained above room 

temperature. Referring to the DSC results, The Tc of palmitic acid specimens is above 65oC for 

prevulcanised SMNR. Low Tp lead to partial palmitic acid coating on deformed rubber molecular. 

As a result, it generates less retaining force [179]. Hence, low shape fixity is found as the 

programming process occurs at low temperature range.  
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To highlight the effect of Tp on shape recovery, Figure 4.24 compiles the shape recovery 

at different Tr ranges (40oC, 50oC, 60oC, and 70oC) with respect to four Tp ranges (40oC, 50oC, 

60oC, and 70oC). It can be seen that each prevulcanised SMNR specimen exhibits high shape 

recovery at all Tr except 0.2SSA20. Referring to shape fixity results, the specimens with palmitic 

acid exhibits poor shape fixity (<80%), and shape retainability is deteriorated with increasing the 

sulphur content (0.2SPA20> 0.5SPA20> 1.0SPA20> 1.5SPA20> 2.0SPA20). Since the scattered 

palmitic acid provides less retaining force to withstand the large elastic load from sulphur crosslink 

bond, most deformed strain is recovered immediately after weight is removed. However, as shown 

in Figure 4.24c and Figure 4.24d, the increment trend persists at higher Tp and the shape recovery 

increases with Tr. By increasing the Tr from 40oC to 70oC, the shape recovery of 0.2SPA20 is 

increased from 74% to 91% at Tp of 70oC. The entropy energy increases within the rubber molecule 

to vanish the palmitic acid crystal at elevated Tr. As a result, more entangled rubber molecular are 

released, and more deformed strain is restored to its original position.  
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a) Programming process progressed at Tp =40oC 

 

b) Programming process progressed at Tp =50oC 
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c) Programming process progressed at Tp =60oC 

 

d) Programming process progressed at Tp =70oC 

 

Figure 4.24: The shape recovery of prevulcanised SMNR with variable of sulphur content 

(a,b,c,d graphs are respected to the Tp of 40oC, 50oC, 60oC, and 70oC) 
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Although the 0.2SSA20 contains a different fatty acid, stearic acid, it shows a similar 

outcome to the 0.2SPA20 specimen. The results are in line with the finding from Marcos [44], in 

which the working temperature significantly influences on the shape memory parameter. The 

stearic acid specimen increases almost 40% of shape fixity (65%→92%) when the Tp is elevated 

from 40oC to 70oC. Besides that, it dramatically increases in shape recovery as a result of boosting 

the Tr value. Compared with the 0.2SSA20 at each Tp, less than 40% of shape recovery is found at 

the first Tr. By elevating the Tr to 70oC, its shape recovery has risen to triple the initial Tr (19% → 

76%) at Tp of 70oC. Due to the large temperature gap between the working temperature and Tc for 

the stearic acid specimen, this huge change in shape memory parameters is observed during this 

experiment. It indicates that shape fixity corresponds to Tp while Tr is responsible for shape 

recovery [180], [181]. Hence, the tunable SME is feasible by manipulating the working 

temperature range.  
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4.3.2.2 Effect Of Palmitic Acid Loadings on Shape Memory Behaviours of 

Prevulcanised SMNR 

To investigate the relationship between the palmitic acid loadings and shape memory 

parameters, the prevulcanised SMNR specimens with different concentrations of potassium 

palmitate solutions (0,20,30,40,50pphr of palmitic acid) are conducted shape memory experiments 

under various working temperatures (Tp and Tr ranges of 40oC, 50oC, 60oC and70oC). Their shape 

memory parameters are obtained under the same deformed strain, 200%, as in Figure 4.25 and 

Figure 4.26. To highlight the shape recovery capability from Tr, the shape recovery at room 

temperature is also included in Figure 4.26. From Figure 4.25, it is obvious that the shape fixity is 

increased with the palmitic acid content. Compared with the 0.2SNR (without palmitic acid), the 

specimen with palmitic acid content could retain more than four times of deformed length (>40% 

of shape fixity). Due to the presence of palmitic acid, the SIC vanishing process is retarded by 

shifting the Tc to a higher temperature range. Hence, high shape fixity can be achieved readily on 

these prevulcanised SMNR with a high palmitic acid content [182].  
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Figure 4.25: The shape fixity of prevulcanised SMNR with various of palmitic acid content 
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a) Shape recovery for at Tp =40oC under various Tr 

 

b) Shape recovery for at Tp =50oC under various Tr 
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c) Shape recovery for at Tp =60oC under various Tr 

 

d) Shape recovery for at Tp =70oC under various Tr 

 

Figure 4.26: The shape recovery of prevulcanised SMNR with variable of palmitic acid content 

(a,b,c,d graphs are respected to the Tp) 
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Moreover, increasing the palmitic acid content is not the sole way to enhance the shape 

fixation. Superior shape fixity is observed when Tp near the Tc. Figure 4.25 shows that the shape 

fixity of the 0.2SPA30 and 0.2SPA50 increases with elevating the Tp value, and they have over 

80% of shape fixity (above 80%) at Tp of 70oC. Due to the increased conversion of thermal energy 

to entropy energy, a higher Tp results in more SIC being coated with palmitic acid, which halts the 

decrystallisation process during the unloading process. In consequence, more deformed length is 

preserved, which directly benefits the shape fixity at higher Tp. Referring to Figure 4.23, the similar 

shape memory tendency is observed as comparing the shape fixity under various sulphur content. 

Tp is proven once again that it has a significant influence on the shape fixity. 

Compared to the shape recovery results in Figure 4.26, it indicates that the prevulcanised 

SMNR specimen with lower palmitic acid content has higher shape recovery at similar Tr, 

especially for the 0.2SPA20 and 0.2SNR. High shape recovery is generally attributed to two 

circumstances: low retaining force is maintained across Tr range or retaining force decreases with 

elevating Tr. Since both specimens have a low degree of shape fixity (<80%) even at 70 oC of Tp, 

they belong to the former. With less palmitic acid, the retaining force is insufficient to withstand 

the recovery load for the sulfur network with consequence of partial deformed length being 

recovered before the reheating process. Hence, high shape recovery is maintained throughout the 

Tr range under the 0.2SPA20 and 0.2SNR. In contrast, the remaining three specimens have a 

different shape recovery behaviour, which is corresponding to the Tr value. Due to the high 

retaining force between the rubber molecular, their shape recovery is poor at low temperature range, 

which is consistent with the finding from Dawei [183]. As elevating the Tr value, more thermal 

energy is consumed to vanish the SIC to release the entangled molecular back to the initial position. 
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As a result, the shape recovery increases with the Tr value. While 70oC of Tr is closest to the Tc of 

prevulcanised specimen, they have the highest shape recovery on this particular Tr range. 

Observing the shape recovery at different Tp, it is clear that the prevulcanised SMNR has a 

great recovery ratio on the first thermal process (Tr of 25oC→Tr of 40oC), but the increment of 

shape recovery has dramatically dropped for the subsequent thermal process. For example, the 

0.2SPA50 increases the shape recovery from 15% to 65% for the initial thermal recovery process 

at 70oC of Tp, and then the shape recovery increment is almost 6%±1% for another three Tr ranges. 

In general, high palmitic acid content allows the specimen to hold more deformed length during 

the quenching process and progressively release those entangled shapes by raising the Tr value 

[184]. Nevertheless, the initial retaining force of SMNR is contributed by the growth condition of 

SIC, which is the result of Tp under a similar deformed strain. This is also the reason why the 

higher shape fixity is always exhibited at higher Tp and leads to a higher recovery ratio for the first 

thermal recovery process.  
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4.3.2.3 Effect of Shape Memory Cycle on Prevulcanised SMNR 

 To highlight the SME in shape memory cycle, the 0.2SPA20 and the 0.2SPA30 specimens 

are selected to conduct this experiment under the temperature of 70oC for shape programming and 

shape recovery. Both shape memory parameters are obtained with respected to three shape 

memory cycles (R1, R2, and R3) and summarised in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28. Figure 4.29 is 

TGA results, and Table 4.7 lists the weight fraction of each compound element before and after 

the shape memory cyclic test. Figure 4.27 shows that the shape fixity for both prevulcanised 

SMNR declines with the number of cycles. Compared to the first shape memory cycle, both 

specimens retain a shape fixity of 50% after the third cycle. Nevertheless, shape recovery shows 

an opposite trend with shape fixity, increasing with the number of cycles in Figure 4.28. This 

indicates that both specimens regained their elastic properties, leading to the deterioration on the 

shape memory capability.  

 

Figure 4.27: The shape fixity of prevulcanised SMNR under cycle test 
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Figure 4.28: The shape recovery of prevulcanised SMNR under cycle test 
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Figure 4.29: The TGA results of the prevulcanised SMNR after and before the shape memory 

cycle test. 

 

Table 4.7: The weight fraction of the prevulcanised SMNR after and before the shape memory 

cycle test 
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0.2SPA30 (R3) 12.49 5.65 72.66 3.60 8.65 
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The specimens before and after the shape memory cycle are conducted under TGA 

experiment to investigate the root of declining on shape fixity. As a result, the weight fraction of 

total palmitic acid is reduced after the three-shape memory cycle test. According to Figure 4.29, 

the weight fraction of palmitic acid content in the 0.2SPA20 drops from 7.72% to 5.38%, while 

for the 0.2SPA30 is decreased from 12% to 8.65%. Although the overall palmitic acid reduces 

with the shape memory cycle, potassium palmitate is primarily responsible for this loss. Table 4.7 

shows that the loss of palmitic acid content from the unreacted palmitic acid component is less 

than 9%, but potassium palmitate just remains half of the original weight fraction after three cycles 

test. Potassium palmitate is soluble in water and easily diffuses out from rubber molecular as the 

shape memory experiment is conducting under water bath for shape fixing and recovery purposes. 

This is consistent with the TGA results in the Section 4.2.2 , which found that potassium palmitate 

is lost during the specimen preparation process. In addition, the TGA results (the thermal 

degradation section below 140o of temperature) also show that high water content is contained in 

the SMNR specimen after the shape memory cycle test. This is proven that the specimen regains 

the elastic properties after the shape memory cycle because the palmitic acid content is lost in the 

water bath, leading to less retaining force to withstand the recovery load during the unloading 

process. Hence, the fabrication process of prevulcanised SMNR needs to be further improved in 

the future to ensure repeatability of SMNR. 
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4.4 Mechanical Characteristic of Low Crosslinked Prevulcanised SMNR with Various 

Palmitic Acid Loadings 

Since low crosslinked prevulcanised SMNR (0.2 pphr sulphur) shows the most promising 

shape memory response, only mechanical characteristics of low crosslinked prevulcanised SMNR 

with various palmitic acid content is reported in Section 4.4. 

4.4.1 Uniaxial Stress-Strain Behaviour  

Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 show the stress-strain response of low crosslinked 

prevulcanised SMNR at room temperature (25oC) and high temperature (70oC), and their 

elongations on break are summarised in Table 4.8. Both figures demonstrate that the tensile 

strength of prevulcanised SMNR increases with palmitic acid content, but only the 0.2SPA20 

specimen can be stretched to above 600% of deformed strain at room temperature. From Figure 

4.30, the elongation at break for most of prevulcanised SMNR is between 400% and 600% at 

ambient temperature 

Table 4.8: The tensile modulus with 400% of deformed strain and the elongation at break for low 

crosslinked prevulcanised SMNR at room temperature 

Specimen Code Tensile Modulus with 400% 

of deformed strain (MPa) 

Elongation at break 

0.2SPA20 0.450 651.583% 

0.2SPA30 0.715 411.172% 

0.2SPA40 0.870 537.090% 

0.2SPA50 1.160 482.450% 
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Figure 4.30: Stress-strain curves of prevulcanised SMNR at room temperature 
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In general, binding force corresponds to palmitic acid content. It leads to higher stiffness by 

increasing palmitic acid amount, but it also reduces the elastic limit on the elongation stain. In 

consequence, tensile failure is easily promoted at low deformed strain with higher palmitic content.  

Due to the high palmitic acid amount within the rubber molecule, the tensile modulus of 

prevulcanised SMNR specimen is linear at room temperature, contradicting the high non-linearity 

of typical rubber stress-strain response [186]. However, the response is completely different at 

high temperature of 70oC. The stress-strain response of low crosslinked prevulcanised SMNR at 

70oC is shown as Figure 4.31. It describes that the specimens exhibit dramatically increment in 

tensile stress during the initial deformation process. Still, the increment is less and reaches a 

plateau once the deformed strain excess 50%, which is consistent with the findings from Shigeyuki 

Toki et al. [187] and Abbas et al. [188]. It is well known that rubber is the ductile material, and its 

elasticity corresponds to the sulphur content, but the sulphur content of prevulcanised SMNR (0.2 

pphr) is much lower than the commercial grade (1.5 pphr to 2.5pphr sulphur). Combining the effect 

of a high portion of palmitic acid, the prevulcanised SMNR experiences the brittle-to-ductile 

transition at 70oC [189]. The early deformation process (<50% deformed strain) is represented the 

specimen still involves in glass state deformation, which has the linear and sharp stress-strain 

behaviour. After it reaches the deformed strain of 50%, the specimen transforms to rubbery state, 

and the rubber molecule is free for entanglement under low tensile stress. However, the tensile 

modulus increases with palmitic acid loading. No elongation at break is observed for all specimens 

even deformed to 500% of elongation strain at the elevated temperature range.  
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Figure 4.31: Stress-strain curve of prevulcanised SMNR at the temperature of 70 oC 
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4.4.2 Stress Relaxation under Tensile Machine with Heat Chamber 

To study the stress behaviour during the programming process, the stress relaxation of 

prevulcanised SMNR with various palmitic acid content is conducted under a tensile machine at 

70oC. To highlight the viscoelastic behaviour, the stress ratio of prevulcanised SMNR specimen 

as a function of the time are shown in Figure 4.32. It can be seen that the stress ratio has a gradually 

drop at the early period of the stress relaxation experiment. Especially for the 0.2SPA20, the stress 

ratio has achieved an equilibrium of 60% after 600 seconds.  

 

Figure 4.32: Stress relaxation results for prevulcanised SMNR under the tensile machine at 70oC 
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While for the 0.2SPA40 and 0.2SPA30, their stress ratios gradually increase after 400 

seconds. This indicates the SME presents during this viscoelastic experiment [190]. Due to the 

retention force is released during the viscoelastic experiment, it overlays the stress relaxation effect 

and dominates the stress behaviour in the intermedia period. Nevertheless, the accumulating stress 

relaxation effect regains the dominance of stress behaviours by increasing the experiment duration. 

For the 0.2SPA20, less retaining force is generated from the palmitic acid; its stress ratio had 

reached the offset peak at 950 seconds. While for the 0.2SPA30 and the 0.2SPA40, the equilibrium 

condition achieves at 1756 seconds, and their stress ratio back to decline trend. The 0.2SPA50 has 

the highest palmitic acid content, which no stress relaxation sign is observed, and the stress ratio 

increases from the beginning of the experiment until the end. However, the stress relaxation 

corresponds to the time function; the stress relaxation has a minimum effect within a short shape 

programming period and accumulates with experimental duration. 
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4.4.3 Stress Relaxation under DMA Machine 

To reveal the stress behaviour during the quenching process, stress relaxation with 

temperature ramps is performed on prevulcanised SMNR in DMA machine and shown in Figure 

4.33. Figure 4.33 shows that the stress ratio of each prevulcanised specimen decreases at the 

beginning of the experiment. As the specimen begin with the quenching process, the stress ratio is 

decreased dramatically by 21%±7% and slowly increased after the temperature is stable. Similar 

stress reduction with temperature is also reported by Riccardo [191], but his specimen is recovering 

its stress ratio by elevating the temperature. As the temperature is reheated to the temperature of 

70oC, the stress ratio have a dramatical increment at the beginning of reheating process but it starts 

to another declining tendency after the temperature is stable at 70oC. It is obvious that the declining 

trends observed at the early and late end of the experiment period are attributed to stress relaxation 

[192]. Due to the stress relaxation effect involves, the entangled force between the molecule 

decreases over time, resulting in less stress is required to maintain a similar strain level. While the 

SME is responsible for the stress ratio shifting during the quenching and reheating process [193]. 

Due to the retaining force from palmitic acid is holding partial deformed strain during the 

quenching process, less elastic force is required to maintain the same elongated strain at low 

temperature range. The retaining force is released, and the stress ratio is rebounded during the 

reheating process by vanishing the SIC structure. Combining with the elastic load, most stress ratio 

is restored at the high temperature range. Therefore, it is proven that the stress reduction 

corresponds to the temperature, and it is required a thermal algorithm to describe this particular 

stress reduction response for establishing the shape memory behaviour prediction model.  
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Figure 4.33: Stress relaxation with involved temperature ramp under DMA machine 
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5 Shape Memory Behaviours Prediction 

Modelling Results and Discussion 

From Chapter 4, it can be seen that the shape memory behaviours of prevulcanised SMNR 

are complex because multiple intermolecular phase transitions are involved during the shape 

memory process. In addition, composition formulation and the rubber structure of SMNR also 

significantly influence the SME. To model the shape memory behaviours of SMNR, not only the 

stress-strain behaviours and composition are considered. The thermal effects occurring throughout 

shape memory process are also taken into account for the model algorithm. This chapter identifies 

the material constant and compares experimental and modelling results of the proposed 

constitutive model. Since SMNR with 0.2S sulphur loading incorporated with various palmitic 

acid loadings shows the best shape memory response, only this group of specimens is involved in 

this chapter. 

5.1 Identification of Material Coefficient  

As mentioned previously in the methodology section, the constitutive model is established 

using mechanical and thermal approaches. The mechanical approach is formed by one SLS model 

with Kelvin-Voigt element to describe the viscoelastic properties (hard segment phase) and two 

Mooney Rivlin equations to represent the hyperelastic behaviours at respective temperature range 

(soft active and frozen segment phase). At the same time, a single thermal strain model respects to 

the volume change of both soft segments in temperature takes the thermal effect into account 

during the shape programming and recovery process. Each segment phase and thermal model 

consist of at least two material constants. The material coefficient of each model element is 
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characterised by the composition and mechanical response result at room temperature (25oC) and 

high temperature (70oC) which are obtained in experiment work at previous section.  

5.1.1 Determination of Volume Fraction (Hard and Soft Segment Phase) 

Referring to the material characteristic of prevulcanised SMNR in the Section 4.1.3, the 

prevulcanised NR compound is emerged as the hard segment phase while palmitic acid material 

is classified as the soft segment phase (active and frozen stage). The mass fraction obtained from 

TGA results is utilised to measure the volume fraction of respective material with different 

formulations and summarised in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: The volume fraction of each composition with their specimen group 

Specimen code Mass fraction Volume fraction 

Palmitic acid Prevulcanised NR 

compound 

Palmitic acid Prevulcanised NR 

compound 

0.2SPA20 0.0723 0.9300 0.0720 0.9280 

0.2SPA30 0.1200 0.8800 0.1189 0.8811 

0.2SPA40 0.1393 0.8600 0.1379 0.8621 

0.2SPA50 0.1798 0.8200 0.1775 0.8225 

 

Along with the volume fraction for individual material, a law of governing the change of 

volume fraction by temperature is also introduced in this subsection. Due to the thermal 

characteristic of palmitic acid, prevulcanised SMNR possesses the ability to constrain the mobility 

of rubber molecular at low temperature and promotes the recovery process at high temperature by 

interchanging the soft active and frozen segment phases. To determine the volume fraction of both 

soft segment phase at specific temperature range, the heat flow of DSC experiment around Tc 
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(35~80o) is depicted in Figure 5.1. To highlight the phase change effect from palmitic acid, the 

DSC result of the 0.2SNR is also included in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1: DSC result of 0.2SPA20 and 0.2SNR (within 35oC to 80oC) 
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temperature of 39oC to 75.5oC on 0.2SPA20. It is obvious that the change of heat flow at this 

specific temperature range is attributed to the microstructural phase change of palmitic acid. Due 

to the endothermic reaction occurring within palmitic acid molecular, additional thermal energy is 

absorbed and converted into entropy to increase the mobility of molecular. Once the frozen soft 

segment phase has been completely transformed as active phase, the heat flow in the process is 
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is determined as the temperature where the beginning of heat flow changes (39oC) while the TH is 

defined as the temperature with the heat flow peak (65oC).  

To model the shape memory behaviours of prevulcanised SMNR, an algorithm to govern 

volume fraction change for both soft segment phases is required. According to the DSC result, a 

regression equation (Equation (5.1a-d) respected to temperature is established to model the volume 

fraction change between the soft active and frozen segment phase in the SMNR molecule during 

the shape memory process (shape programming and shape recovery). The regression line of the 

temperature algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2, and their coefficients are written as follows: 

𝑉𝑠 = 1 − 𝑉ℎ          Equation (5.1a) 

𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 𝑉𝑠        For TL ≤ T(t)   Equation (5.1b) 

𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 𝑉𝑠(𝐶𝑇1 + 𝐶𝑇2𝑇 + 𝐶𝑇3𝑇2 + 𝐶𝑇4𝑇3 + 𝐶𝑇5𝑇4 + 𝐶𝑇6𝑇5) For TH ≤ T(t) ≤ TL     Equation (5.1c) 

 

𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 0       For TH ≥ T(t)           Equation (5.1d) 

 

where TL and TH are the lower and upper boundary of temperature, respectively, and the C is the 

coefficients of the temperature algorithm. (CT1= -442.377, CT2=44.527, CT3= -1.776, CT4= 0.035, 

CT5= -3.459e-4 and CT6=1.350e-6) 
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Figure 5.2: Relative value of heat flow on 0.2SPA20 and its regression line 
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5.1.2 Determination of Material Coefficient (Hard and Soft Segment) 

The mechanical response of prevulcanised SMNR presented in Section 4.4 is utilised to 

determine the material constant of each mechanical segment mode. The experimental data of 

prevulcanised SMNR under a similar testing temperature is modelled by combining viscoelastic 

(SLS) and hyperelastic (Mooney Rivlin) models. Table 5.2 lists the material coefficient of each 

prevulcanised SMNR in the mechanical segment model. The comparison of experimental and 

modelling stress-strain results from the tensile test of SMNR at room temperature and 70oC are 

demonstrated from Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6. Moreover, the behaviours of the respective strain from 

the related segment model at room temperature and 70oC are also presented. 

Table 5.2: Material constants of the prevulcanised SMNR with different palmitic acid content 

Specimen 

Code 

Viscoelastic model Soft frozen segment model Soft active segment model 

E1 

(MPa) 

E2 

(MPa) 

η  

(MPa s) 

Csf1(MPa) Csf2(MPa) Csa1(MPa) Csa2(MPa) 

0.2SPA20 10 0.25 3.5 0.0275 0.001 0.0036 0.0452 

0.2SPA30 10 0.40 4.0 0.0400 0.001 0.0048 0.0890 

0.2SPA40 10 0.50 5.0 0.0435 0.002 0.0065 0.0835 

0.2SPA50 10 0.55 6.0 0.0540 0.001 0.0092 0.1000 
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Figure 5.3: The experimental and modelling of stress-strain behaviours of 0.2SPA20 at a) room temperature and b)70oC, the strain 

behaviours of each segment model at c) room temperature and d)70oC 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.4: The experimental and modelling of stress-strain behaviours of 0.2SPA30 at a) room temperature and b)70oC, the strain 

behaviours of each segment model at c) room temperature and d)70oC 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.5: The experimental and modelling of stress-strain behaviours of 0.2SPA40 at a) room temperature and b)70oC, the strain 

behaviours of each segment model at c) room temperature and d)70oC 

  

  

  

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.6: The experimental and modelling of stress-strain behaviours of 0.2SPA50 at a) room temperature and b)70oC, the strain 

behaviours of each segment model at c) room temperature and d)70oC 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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By inspecting the stress-strains behaviours of each prevulcanised SMNR, the constitutive 

model is capable of simulating the mechanical response at both temperatures. According to the 

strain evolution of both segments, the soft segment phase always provided the higher deformed 

strain than the hard segment phase at 70oC, and the ‘S’ deformation trend is found on the soft 

segment phase of each prevulcanised SMNR at high temperature range. Nevertheless, it 

experiences different circumstances at room temperature, in which the soft segment phase has a 

linear deformation. It contributes less deformed strain than hard segment under similar stress levels 

for specimen with low palmitic acid loading (0.2SPA20 and 0.2SPA30). This indicates that the 

soft segment offers the stiffness properties at room temperature and exhibits the rubbery properties 

trend at the high temperature [194]. As the soft segment phase, palmitic acid has a Tm of ~64oC 

[195]; it changes the polymer properties from a glass state to a rubbery state within the testing 

temperature range. Due to the soft segment having higher flexibility on the molecule movement at 

high temperature, higher deformed strain is generated at low stress levels. Nonetheless, the soft 

segment has low entropy energy at room temperature, limiting polymer chain mobility. In 

consequence, less strain is contributed to similar stress behaviour.  

Moreover, the strain evolution of each prevulcanised SMNR shows that the soft segment 

phase gradually increases the tensile strain by raising the palmitic acid content. For example, the 

tensile strain of the soft segment phase is above the hard segment in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. 

Due to the increased palmitic acid amount in the prevulcanised molecule, the soft segment 

generates more tensile strain than other prevulcanisation SMNR (0.2SPA20 and 0.2SPA30) at a 

similar stress level. Further increasing the palmitic acid content, the soft segment will gradually 

dominate the stress-strain behaviour at room temperature. However, both strain behaviours are 

consistent with the finding from the tensile experiment of prevulcanised SMNR at room 
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temperature and temperature of 70oC. Therefore, similar material coefficients are adopted to model 

the shape memory behaviour of prevulcanised SMNR 
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5.1.3 Determination of the Stress Reduction on Temperature change 

The investigation of stress-strain behaviour during the shape memory process is important 

because it reflects the specimen condition and reveals the thermal effect on prevulcanised SMNR 

at the programming and recovery stage. Due to the limitations of the testing machines, the stress-

strain behaviour of each shape memory process is obtained independently. For example, tensile 

test results are responsible for shape deformation. In contrast, the shape programming process is 

inspected under the DMA machine with a stress relaxation test with a temperature ramp. 

 Referring to the stress relaxation results in the Section 4.4.3, it indicates that the stress 

behaviour of the prevulcanised SMNR corresponds to the temperature during the shape 

programming. To highlight the stress reduction associates with temperature change, the stress 

reduction region of the 0.2SPA20 is pointed out and shown in Figure 5.7. To establish a stress 

reduction algorithm, the stress ratio is redefined using the initial tensile stress, 𝜎𝐻 is the upper 

boundary of stress where the temperature change occurs, while the lower boundary stress at the 

stress reduction section is recorded as 𝜎𝐿. Since the early stress reduction is attributed to the stress 

relaxation during the isothermal process, the upper boundary of the stress reduction due to 

temperature change is started at 20 minutes (end of isothermal process) and the lower boundary 

stress defined as the minimum stress ratio for low temperature (room temperature). A law of 

governing the stress reduction respects to temperature for each specimen listed, and its regression 

line is shown in Figure 5.8 to Figure 5.11.  
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Figure 5.7: Remarking the stress reduction region of 0.2SPA20 
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Figure 5.8: The experiment data and regression line of 0.2SPA20 for the stress reduction 
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Figure 5.9: The experiment data and regression line of 0.2SPA30 for the stress reduction  
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Figure 5.10: The experiment data and regression line of 0.2SPA40 for the stress reduction  
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Figure 5.11: The experiment data and regression line of 0.2SPA40 for the stress reduction  
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5.2 Implementation and Validation of Shape Memory Behaviours Prediction Model 

The shape memory prediction model of prevulcanised SMNR is examined under Matlab 

with the material coefficients shown in Table 5.2 and their validation condition summarised in 

Table 5.3. Due to machine limitations, real-time stress-strain behaviour during the shape memory 

experiment is not available. To model the shape memory behaviours, the experimental stress 

behaviours of the entire shape memory process are collected from the results of the mechanical 

response experiment, which tensile test at the temperature of 70oC (initial deformation process) 

and stress relaxation with temperature change (programming process). The remaining material 

coefficients, Cf and Cr are obtained during the model validation process. The comparison of the 

experimental modelling results for each prevulcanised SMNR is shown from Figure 5.12 to Figure 

5.15.  

Table 5.3: The validation condition for shape memory prediction model  

Shape Memory Process Strain  Stress (MPa) Temperature Duration (s) 

Deformation Process 0→2 0→𝜎𝑇𝐻 70oC→70oC 24 

Programming Process 2→2 𝜎𝑇𝐻→𝜎𝑆𝑅  70oC→0oC 180 

Unloading Process Free 𝜎𝑆𝑅→0 0oC→0oC 120 

Recovery Process Free 0→0 0o
→70oC 180 

where 𝜎𝑇𝐻 is stress value under the deformed strain of 200% at the temperature of 70oC, 𝜎𝑆𝑅 is the 

stress value measured from the stress reduction equation.  

By observing the stress-strain behaviour graph of each specimen, it shows that the shape 

memory behaviours prediction model is capable of modeling the experimental stress-strain results. 

Rather than just inspecting the total strain behaviour of SMP by phenomenological approach, the 

model measured the respective segment strains by stress behaviour obtained during the mechanical 
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response experiments. Hence, the duplicated stress behaviour of experimental and modelling 

results is shown in Figure 5.12b, Figure 5.13b, Figure 5.14b, and Figure 5.15b. 

Moreover, this constitutive model has successfully reflected the component effect of each 

specimen group. By measuring the volume fraction of composition, the strain response of each 

segment phase is demonstrated in the strain evolution graphs (Figure 5.12d, Figure 5.13d, Figure 

5.14d, and Figure 5.15d). Compared to the strain evolution graphs for each prevulcanised group, 

the deformed strain in both soft segments increases with the palmitic acid content. For example, 

the maximum deformed strain of the soft frozen segment phase is 37.87% in 0.2SPA50, while the 

least deformed strain in the soft frozen segment phase is found at 0.2SPA20, which has 19.67%. 

Due to the formation of the soft segment phase as a result of increased palmitic acid loading, more 

deformed strain is generated by the soft segment phase under the same stress level  

Although the model accurately predicted the stress-strain behaviour of prevulcanised 

SMNR, it did not adequately capture the shape fixity. Table 5.4 shows the shape memory 

parameters obtained from experimental and modelling results under 200% deformed strain. It is 

clearly shown that only the 0.2SPA20 has similar shape memory parameters for experimental and 

modelling results. Although both shape recovery values from experimental and modelling are close, 

there are huge discrepancies in shape fixity for other prevulcanised SMNR specimen (0.2SPA30, 

0.2SPA40 AND 0.2SPA50) at Table 5.4. According to the strain evolution graph (Figure 5.12d, 

Figure 5.13d, Figure 5.14d, and Figure 5.15d), the thermal strain and the hard segment strain are 

responsible for shape fixity values. Due to zero stress on the unloading process, the majority of the 

deformed strain is preserved by the thermal strain and hard segment strain. Nevertheless, the hard 

segment is governed by the viscoelastic model, which the strain is recovering with time. Beside a 

suddenly decrease on the strain response of hard segment phase (due to unloading process), the 
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strain is recovered slowly over time and the recovery behaviour is irrelevant to the temperature 

change. With the consequence, partly of the hard segment is started to restore before reheating 

process. The shape fixity of numerical model is increasing with the palmitic acid content (the total 

volume faction of the soft segment) but the gap between experimental and simulation result still 

stand a large difference on the shape recovery. Hence, an external thermally sensitive model is 

required to consistently simulate the recovery strain after unloading process.  

Table 5.4: Comparison of experiment result and simulation result in shape memory parameters 

 Experiment result Simulation result 

Sample Code Shape Fixity  Shape Recovery Shape Fixity Shape Recovery 

0.2SPA20 56% 91% 57% 100% 

0.2SPA30 94% 94% 62% 94% 

0.2SPA40 92% 92% 64% 95% 

0.2SPA50 85% 85% 64% 95% 

 

With the agreement of the thermal strain model, the recovery process is started as the 

temperature reaches the phase transition temperature (>40oC). Compared with other segment 

strains, thermal strain retains the highest deformed strain during the programming process. In 

consequence, a swiftly recovering process is exhibited once the temperature reaches the phase 

transition temperature. Although the shape fixity can be simply adjusted by increasing the Cf value, 

it will ruin the strain balancing at the programming stage. Thereby, the improvement on the thermal 

coefficient model, which changes to a non-linear algorithm, will be the future work for this project.  

Other than the limitation on the thermal model, another factor that is the stress relaxation 

experiment issue might lead to the incorrect shape fixity value obtained in the modelling results. 
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Due to the machine limitation, the stress relaxation experiment is done at a low strain value (1.5%) 

within the temperature range of 25oC to 70oC. This might influence the accuracy of the stress ratio 

calculation due to the difference between the strain ratio and testing temperature (experimental 

setting is 200% at 0oC to 70oC). To overcome this issue, the real-time stress-strain behaviour 

during shape memory experiments should be obtained in the future research works.  
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the experimental data and prediction model at (a) total strain behaviour, (b) stress behaviour and (c) 

stress-strain behaviour, and d) the respective segment strain in 0.2SPA20 (Cf =0.75 and Cr=0.9) 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the experimental data and prediction model at (a) total strain behaviour, (b) stress behaviour and (c) 

stress-strain behaviour, and d) the respective segment strain in 0.2SPA30 (Cf =0.8 and Cr=1) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the experimental data and prediction model at (a) total strain behaviour, (b) stress behaviour and (c) 

stress-strain behaviour, and d) the respective segment strain in 0.2SPA40 (Cf =0.8 and Cr=1) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the experimental data and prediction model at (a) total strain behaviour, (b) stress behaviour and (c) 

stress-strain behaviour, and d) respective segment strain in 0.2SPA50 (Cf =0.8 and Cr=1) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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6 Conclusion and Future works 

6.1 Contributions of Present Works 

To conclude, the objectives layout in Chapter 1 have been achieved, and the findings are 

detailed as follow: 

1. Development of a thermal responsive palmitic acid-based SMNR: 

A novel SMNR fabrication technique was developed based on prevulcanisation 

process. Compared with swollen SMNR, the prevulcanised SMNR possesses the 

shape memory capability with reduced palmitic acid loadings. Instead of the 

permeability issue from the swelling temperature and crosslink density, the palmitic 

acid content of the prevulcanised SMNR was adjusted by the concentration of 

potassium palmitate under dispersion mixing. Different fatty acid content was 

considered in the Tc experiment. It was found that the Tc of the SME was correlated 

to the choice of the fatty acid and is also influenced by the homogeneity of fatty acid 

in the rubber molecular. Various crosslink densities on swollen SMNR and 

prevulcanised SMNR were inspected, but Tc was irrelevant to sulphur content.  

 

2. Characterisation of the shape memory response of SMNR  

A custom-made stretching apparatus was developed to measure the shape fixity and 

shape recovery of the SMNR under stain-control mode. The test device validated the 

SME of SMNR under uniaxial tensile mode with various deformed strains. To fulfill 

the shape memory experiment testing condition, the tensile device was designed with 

high portability and lightweight for transferring the SMNR specimen into the desired 

testing environment, such as different testing temperature ranges. The preliminary 

shape memory experiments were conducted on swollen SMNR to standardise the 

deformed strain for validating SME in prevulcanised SMNR. The shape memory 

experiments of prevulcanised SMNR under 200% of deformed strain were conducted 

with three different experimental settings: different formulations, various working 

temperatures, and shape memory cycle test.  
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2.1. Effect of the SMNR formulation on the shape memory capability: 

The test was conducted under prevulcanised SMNR with various sulphur content and 

palmitic acid loading. It was found that increasing the palmitic acid amount could 

improve the shape fixity by converting the residue strain to a reversible strain, but 

high sulphur content confined the shape fixity. At the same time, the shape recovery 

was enhanced by increasing reversible strain resulting from increasing sulphur 

content and palmitic acid. 

 

2.2 Effect of working temperatures on the shape memory capability: 

The SME of prevulcanised SMNR corresponded to the testing temperature, which 

tuneable SME is feasible by manipulating the working temperature. It was found that 

by increasing the Tp and Tr, higher shape memory performance was exhibited. Both 

working temperatures significantly influenced the respective shape memory 

parameter. For example, higher shape fixity as the Tp was near Tc whereas higher 

shape recovery was exhibited as the temperature gap between the Tc and Tr is small.  

 

2.3 Effect of shape memory cycle on the shape memory capability 

Under the shape memory cyclic test, it was observed that the shape fixity was 

decreased with increasing the number of cycles. Due to the potassium palmitate was 

soluble in water, the palmitic acid amount in prevulcanised SMNR was lost during 

the programming and quenching process in the cycle test. Less retaining force was 

generated to secure the temporary shape, which led to more deformed strain being 

recovered instantly upon removal of the load. 

 

3. Characterisation of the mechanical response of the SMNR  

The stress-strain behaviour during the deformed was investigated under uniaxial 

tensile mode at room temperature and temperature of 70oC. It was found that the 

prevulcanised SMNR possessed the hyperelastic behaviour at room temperature. 

Although the tensile modulus at room temperature increased with the palmitic acid 
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content, the elongation at break was reduced. For the tensile test at high temperature 

range, it was found that the specimen experienced brittle-to ductile transition after it 

reached 50% deformed strain, but no elongation at break was spotted even the 

elongation strain increased to 500%. The viscoelastic response and SME were 

exhibited during the stress relaxation experiment. The stress relaxation mode with 

temperature ramp was conducted in DMA to investigate the stress reduction on 

temperature change. It was found that the stress behaviour corresponds to the 

temperature change when the strain was constrained in a fixed value.  

 

4. Development of a shape memory behaviours prediction model in SMNR  

The shape memory behaviour modelling of prevulcanised SMNR was simulated by 

mechanical and thermal approaches using a combination algorithm. A SLS model 

with Kelvin-Voigt element extended with two Mooney Rivlin models and a thermal 

strain model were adopted to model the shape memory behaviour. The prediction 

model was capable of modelling the stress-strain response contributed by each 

segment phase during the shape memory process.  

 

6.2 Suggestion for Future Works 

Based on the experimental results, it is suggested that further improvement on the shape 

memory repeatability and the shape fixity with high sulphur content are needed. The suggestion 

will aid in extending the application of prevulcanised SMNR and further investigate the other 

shape memory feature such as self-healing properties and multiple way SME. This can be done by 

redesigning the chemical structure or the linkage between the palmitic acid and rubber molecular. 

To obtain the real time stress strain behaviours during shape memory experiment, a flexible and 

reliable automatic testing machine with a combination of the stretching apparatus and temperature 

monitoring feature is suggested. This can minimize human error and investigate the SIC formation 
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on each shape memory process. Although this action can be done by modifying the current custom-

made stretching machine, the accuracy and consistency of the result are difficult to guarantee.  

The constitutive model is established on the shape memory behaviour prediction modeling 

under the linear mechanical response models: SLS and Mooney Rivlin equation and thermal 

responsive strain. The nonlinear model development and further thermal response validation are 

required, such as the shape memory response on various heating and quenching rates. The 

nonlinear models could reduce those parameters involved in the model and have a more precise 

shape memory behaviour prediction algorithm. Other rubber behaviours such as Mullin's effect 

and hysteresis could also be considered in the model algorithm in the future.  
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